Oh,

whether they toil or laugh or cry, and whether they fast

feast,
They turn their
or

* ■

eyes

to

a

magic star that brightens

a

.

birth

in the East.

Down in the heart of the

throbbing town the

man

that toils for

greed
Forgets his hordes of shining gold and thinks of the widow's need;
Down in the

squalid tenement the widow smiles again,
a soothing note of hope in the angels’ sweet refrain

As she lists to

;

Out where the

icy billows surge and send their spray to the skies,

The

groans,

good ship

and the sailor

sees a

crib where

an

Infant

lies;
And the

man

and

that

guides the horse of steel through

a

whirl of wind

snow

Looks to the hamlet that knew

And the heart of

a

a

God in the centuries

wondering world of

men

long ago

;

is thrilling and throb¬

bing to-night
For

a

Saviour-Child and

a

burst of song

and the sheen of

a

Heav¬

enly light.
A

And whether
or

they toil

feast,

'They turn their
in

laugh

or

the

or cry,

and whether they fast
\

eyes

to

a

magic star that brightens

a

birth

East.
Hall Stonlr Lusk, '04.

KING POLYGLOT’S DILEMMA.
HE

great arched council chamber of the King¬
Kuss, with its black beams of ancient
oak, its golden carvings, its dull tapestries and
dom of

windows

of

blaze

of

a

world

was

sombre stained
December

covered with

glass, even in the
morning, when all the

snow

and the baffled

sun

could

penetrate every nook and cranny of its
narrow windows, was not an
overly bright place,

and

usually when councils

of lamps
the Fool
had to help to set these about the room, and on this particular
Christmas Eve he had just completed that task, and was perched
in his favorite seat, a window overlooking the courtyard, while
conversing with another figure almost as quaint-looking as him¬
and torches

were

were held, many hundreds
called into requisition.
Sometimes

self.
“

\0

And you

you were once

1

“

0

am

say you

are a

wizard,” said the Fool, “and that

an actor ? ”
the Wonderful Wizard of Wuss ! ” said the

upon’a time

known

as

other, drawing himself

up to his gaunt six feet, with a comical
haughtiness.
Mo, ho!” laughed the fool, “you are a very brave wizard !
But why did you leave the theatre ? ”
The public—the ignorant public—would none of me.”
“Ah, so ’twas there the trouble lay. But let me ask somequestions. Did you ever figure in a divorce suit ? ”
“

“

“

Never.”

Did you ever have diamonds stolen, or rescue anyone
hotel fire, or write works on Napoleon ? ”
“

“

3

in

a

I cannot say

that 1 have.”
bad,” said the Fool, “ but there is still hope.
Were you ever a ‘ prominent young society woman ? ’ ”
4m
■4 /Ti
What a foolish question.
You know I could not be.”
Well, then,” the Jester said, with a grin, “you were more
“

That is

very

-

“

“

,of

a

fool than

a

knave, and

more

of

a

fool than

an

actor, and

AD

of

more

a

fool than I.

public
or

an actor must
else do those things

“What is

For I have learned that to

please the
be a ‘ prominent young society woman ?’
1 have told you of.”

Council to-day?” asked the
The Fool placed his linger across his
nose and looked
quizzical.
“What a foolish question for a Wizard,” he gibed in his
cracked voice.
“ Ho, ho, you wiseman, would you know ?
'Then
listen to me, you who pretend to wisdom :
“The Kingdom of Kuss has ever had strange things occur at
• Christmas-tide.
Once ’twas the case of the Court Poet against
the Minstrel, again the Physician’s complaint ’against me, but
now is the worst of all.
For well you know King Polyglot is
old and feeble, and his sword has long rusted in its scabbard.
And vet he fears a war.
The beauty of the Princess Yvonne,
than whom no other woman is more fair, has spread abroad
and to this court have come the Prince of Fuss—that great
warrior-poet from the North, and the Prince of Wuss—that
deep philosopher, from the East, to sue for her hand, and each
bearing threats that if she be not given to him, his army will
follow to waste this fruitful kingdom.
Do you follow me?”
1 listen with all my ears,” the Wizard said.
Ample they are, too,” said the Fool. “Well, wise Wizard,
while the King is distracted, the Princess wrinkles her beautiful
nose and
says she will wed neither of the suitors, and thus adds
to the pleasure of the predicament.
However, the King has
seen a
way out of the difficulty.
To-day he will hold a council
—at the tenth hour, and it is almost that time—and both suitors,
and all others who wish, will put in a claim for the Princess.
To the one presenting possession of the greatest means of human
happiness, the Princess’ hand will be given.”

Wizard, after

t

to

come

before the

a pause.

“

)>

“

“

Whether she will

“

Whether she will

or

no?’’asked the Wizard.

or

.

But wait till you see

her, wise

Wizard, and you may learn what she will. A fool might gamble A
on a woman’s will, but a Wizard— O fie, fie, for
your wisdom ! ” ^
The Fool, attracted by some noise below, looked down into the

courtyard. Over against the huge wall men at-arms were sun¬
ning themselves, or polishing their armour, while kitchen boys
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and cooks,

preparing the Christmas cheer, showed their white
Fool’s
herald
standing on the rampart, trumpet in hand, prepared to speak.
A pretty country,” said the Wizard, catching a glimpse
through the drawbridge of a level plain stretching for miles to
the south, with winding rivers and snow-traced trees.
Then
the herald began in a deep voice:
In the name of the Monarch of Kuss, the Illustrious Poly¬
glot IV: Kuow by these presents, that a royal council will
Assemble at the tenth hour to-day to determine what man from
all the world hath the best claim, by reason of having perfect
earthly happiness, to the hand of the beautiful Princess Yvonne.
And be it known that all men, whatsoever, may appear and argue
aprons everywhere.
But this was not what attracted the
The great drawbridge was being lowered, and a
attention.
“

“

their claims before the Council.

And the decision of the Coun¬

cil shall be absolute. Hear ye! hear ye ! hear ye ! In the name
of the Illustrious Polyglot IV. ! ”
“I see,” said the Wizard, “that you speak truly, Fool.”
Wonderful Wizard,” said the Fool, “you should have been
a
herald, for you have a marvellous way of expressing the
thoughts of others, loudly, and as if they were your own. But,
bestir yourself.
The Council is already coming. Help me to
light these torches ! ”
The flambeau were quickly lighted and then the doors at the
back of the throne opened, and six trumpeters, standing in the
doorway, blew' a fanfare.
Make way for the Illustrious King! ” cried the heralds.
“

“

Then

came

all

the courtiers, and court ladies, for great was

the

curiosity about the case. And the solemn Council, the
Physician, ; nd the Chamberlain, and the Astrologer, and the
Prime Minister, stalked in, conscious of their importance, and
stood by their big chairs with stiff dignity.
A herald shouted : “ His grace, the Prince of Wuss !”
And
Till necks were craned to see a tall, thin man, with bushy eye-"
brows and chin whiskers, dressed in black, with a peculiar indo¬

lent, rolling gait, amble in.
seat

of

on

His retinue followed and he took

the east side of the chamber.

Phiss. and

a

Next

came

the Prince

great flourish he made, decked in scarlet and

gold, his red hair, and bristling moustache in harmony with his
aggressiveness. In his hand he carried a roll of manuscript.
His retainers took the west side of the

room.

And

now

the

lovely Princess herself came. She was very beautiful and pale
—dressed all in clinging white with bare arms, and no ornament
save a large ruby
at her white throat that burned like a flame.
Her soft black hair was braided, .and surmounted by the thin
circlet of gold, which told of her rank, and her face was marble
pale. But her great black eyes snapped and flashed like the
gem she wore, as her two suitors bowed low' toward her, and she
lifted her chin with a haughty nod.
Sixteen maidens dressed
in white, carrying white lilies and lavender and laurel, accom¬
panied her and stood by as she seated herself on the throne at
the King’s right hand.
She glanced quickly around the room
and then seemed abstractedly to look into space.
The Pool, who still sat in the window-seat, met her gaze and
made a low obeisance.
Seeing this the shadow of a smile,
crossed her face, and she beckoned toward him.
In an install
he had pushed forward and was crouching at her feet.
They
spoke together for some moments.
Meanwhile, the King, aged and worn, his long white beard
trailing almost to the ground, had entered and taken his sea
upon the great gold throne. An attendant adjusted the massive’1
jewel-blazing crown on the monarch’s snowy head, and handed
him the sceptre and globe.
But the old King was so weak that
the globe slipped from his trembling hand, and rolled into the
Princess Yvonne’s lap.
Gently, she handed it back to her father
and when the Fool whispered to her : “ A good sign, your High¬
ness,” she frowned. Presently, after the harpers and minstrels
had played, the old King commenced to speak in a quavering
voice:
“

My subjects and my friends, we are gathered to-day to dis¬
of a matter of much moment to the Kingdom of Kuss.
There are many suitors for the hand of Princess Yvonne, and it^

pose

falls to

our

lot to decide between them

So

we

have decree

that to be fair to everyone, an

equal chance must be given for al
to speak before us.
Therefore, we will hear first from the noble
PHnce of Fuss, from the Northern Island, the great singer
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war

and

empire.”

The Prince

of Fuss

in his

place and unrolled his manu¬
script, while the courtiers settled themselves to hear the eloquent
things they expected of him. The Fool, in the stir which was
created, rejoined his friend at the window, and, as if by acci¬
dent, dropped his handkerchief into the courtyard below. Then
the Prince began to speak in a great, loud voice:
Great Monarch, lovely Princess, and people of Kuss: I
come to
you from the great Island of the North, to ask, nay to
demand, the boon of success for my quest. For as it is deemed
that to the one who best understands happiness, will the hand
of Princess Yvonne be given, so must you yield to my claim. 1
I have dwelt amongst you for a time, and you have heard me
sing my songs. Not of soft love, as the old time, foolish bards,
do I sing, but of empire, and strength and gold.
Not to the
lute nor to the lyre is my lay attuned, but to the banjo, a new
instrument which was a part of the burden we took from the
rose

“

black

man.
“

‘

j

1 took the black man’s burden,
A truly noble deed,
To chant in raucous rag-time

The story of our

greed.’

And so J say to you that the old traditions of love, and un¬
selfishness, and government are false, for I have sung my songs,
“

and

people have liked them, and, therefore, we are happy. The
Kingdom of Fuss, 1 claim, holds the happiness of humanity in
her hand.
She is the dispenser of all earthly blessings, and all
heavenly religion, and needs must lead all other empires to civ¬
ilization—for a consideration.
And, lest we forget, I being the
watch-dog of the empire, surely can guarantee more happiness,
and greater happiness than anyone else.
For no matter where1
I may be, I always have my trusty fountain-pen with me to warn
my fellow-citizens.
Should we hunt a little in the North. I. all
seeing, pen a verse :
When you’re poaching in Kain-chat-a-wisky
Beware of a devilish plan,
Shoot not the dummy of Leir-zed
That’s clad in the garb of a man.”
“

“

N

‘

What

are

£. ShERiPAN

tender lines that

cling to the heart compared with

b>

nice, jangling, blood-curdling words like these ? When things
well at home, I correct them in stirring language at
$10 a word. Be it army or navy, or church, I can write :
do not go

“

‘But ye

said : “ Their whiskers shall mark them, but ye said,
they wear our clothes,
And ye sent them bibles and Huyler’s to help to muddle our foes,”
And ye cried: “We’re the proper caper!
And we’ve ninetynine case-hardened pride,
And ye flouted at William F. Cody, and his men who could
shoot and

ride,

Then ye

returned to your ping-pong, then ye proceeded to tank,
Drinking Scotch with the baccarat barons, playing bridge ’gainst
an

oaf and

a

bank.” ’

“And the effect is wonderful !
been used

than

I

use

words that have not

few times

by other living artists, and I
jangle them so that you can dance to them. No slow minuet,
but a hornpipe.
And so 1 say to you all, honorable Council,
that I claim this Princess’ hand, by right of power, by right of
gold, and by right of empire, which all three, dwelling in the,
Kingdom of Fuss are the legitimate sources of happiness for
the whole world.
I have spoken my speech; I await your
more

a

decision ! ”
A

of admiration

around the court-room,

and the
drawing his scarlet mantle about him retired to
seat, with an imperious stride.
A goodly speech ! ” said the lean Astrologer to the Chambermurmur

ran

Prince of Fuss,
his
“

lain.
“He hath much of the elements of

happiness, in sooth, to
recommend him,” said the fat Physician to the Prime Minister.
But the latter had been sleeping, and not being fully awake,
said: “ Happy is he who sleeps without snoring,” and then
closed his eyes again and sighed.
“We are much edified, and will hear now from his highness,
the Prince of Wuss, whose fame as a philosopher has come to
our ears,” said the
King.
^
The Princess, who had been gazing out of the open window
with a sad, anxious expression, turned her head, and, as the lean,
black figure rose to his feet, she looked away, once more.
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The Prince

began in a hollow, sepulchral voice:
King, beautiful Princess, citizens of Kuss and friends :
Do not expect of me pretty words—for words are nothing.
Do
not expect of me pretty deeds—for deeds are nothing.
Look
not for power, nor wealth, nor empire, for these things are
nothing. The world itself is nothing—nothing has been proven
to exist but thought.
Therefore, as I say, happiness is a quality
“

Great

of the mind

alone,

so

must he who hath best formed his mind

to realize its supremacy,

ybess.

Mark

/^bout

you.

floes not

be best fitted to obtain and give happi-

ye, all, then, matter does not exist. There is nothing
T do not exist. The Fool does not exist. The King

exist.

The

Princess does not exist.

Nothing exists
to exist. And no chemist, no phy¬
Therefore, T say to you,
proven matter to exist.

which has not been proven

sicist, has ever
.all, that philosophy, divine philosophy, the pale flame that illuJpinates the mind, is the greatest source of all happinese. Care
rvvill not terrify us when we know that it does not exist; sickness
will not

mar us

and there is

when

we

know that it is

matter.

a

condition of matter

Wars will not waste us,

gold will not
buy us, empire will not rule us when my philosophy is acceptedSo do I claim, good Council, and to these minds which do exist.
I appeal that T, aud I alone, can make the Princess Yvonne
”
truly happy. I will then
The lank orator was interrupted by a scream from one of the
waiting maids.
“

no

Look to her Grace ! ” cried the Fool.

The Princess had grown very
as if in
pain. The King rose
hands nervously.

pale, and Jay back on her throne
hastily, and began to stroke her

“A little

^lose. I

air-is-all-I-need,” she said faintly. “ This room is
will go to the courtyard for a few minutes.”

“ Let the door be opened! ” said the King, “ to allow the
But under no circumstances reopen it until
jher Highness herself calls, for the Council must not be dis¬
I

Princess to leave !

turbed. ”

The Princess, supported
>r

by three of her maids, left the chamthrough the door leading to the courtyard. Then the
.

Prince, after quiet had been restored, finished his speech, pointing
bony finger toward the Council:
“I have said enough, good Council, to prove my claim.
I

his

rest my case

with you,”
prepared to sit down, but then suddenly clasped his hand
to his belt, where his purse had hung, and uttered an exclama¬
tion of dismay:
I’ve been robbed,” he said.
“ My purse ! My purse! ”
The Fool, who had moved to a position near his chair during
He

“

|ie excitement, smiled brightly, and produced the leather bag.
folding it out of the reach of the Prince’s long lingers he
stepped before the Council.
Is this the purse?” he asked the Prince,
“

as

he lifted it to

view.
i
lo
'

“ The

me.”
“

very same, varlet,” snarled the philosopher.
“
lie grasped for it but the Jester eluded him.

Ah, but

Give it

my friend,” said the Fool, <e you have proven to us
gold does not exist, and matter does not exist, and you do
•not exist, and 1 do not exist.
Now, how could I, who do not
exist, steal something that does not exist, from you who also
: have no existence?
It is clear, good Council, that either the
i Prince does not believe his own philosophy, or else he is mad.”
The Council looked grave, and the Prince of Wuss frowned
black as a thunder cloud.
Then, realizing his grave position,
and seeing the Prince of Fuss looking at him with triumphant
superiority, he rose to the occasion :
It is nothing, 0 Council! ” he said.
“ My mind created the
purse; it can create another in its place, l trust.”
A strong trust,” said the Fool, “ is a trust which creates
something from nothing.”
P “ Are there any other claimants ! ” asked the King, wearily.
I
Yes,” replied the Fool, in a shrill voice from the window
where he had again perched himself.
“ 7 am a claimant! ”
A loud laugh ran around the room, and even the King smiled.
But the Fool continued earnestly :
Your Majesty, you yourself said that all men could enter
^his argument on equal terms. Your word is sacred, and under
its protection I make claim to speak ”

that

“

“

“

The
u

it.

King ceased to smile.

Our word is sacred,” he said, “ and we are bound to maintain
Yet this conceit of thine, O Fool, is a very midsummer

madness.

Yet, have your say ; we listen ! ”
was heard at the
courtyard door as if people
were seeking admission.
Those in the Council chamber would
perhaps have sought the cause, but the Fool capering and bow¬
ing in front of the window drew their attention.
A rare Fool, he is,” said the fat Physician, twaddling his
thumbs in glee.
With excellent nostrils for a song,” said the lean Astrologer.
Good Council,” began the Fool, “ hark to me.
You heard
A noise of voices

“

“

“

argue with the Philosopher of Wuss, and you know who has
gained by it, the Fool or he. You heard the songs of the Prince
of Fuss—the songs of war, and empire, and gold.
But you have
also heard my silly songs, and I ask you were you more happy
to-day than then ? What were the songs you heard in childhood?
Tell me, 0 good Physician, is there not one about a ‘ Simple!
Simon, who met a pieman ? ’ ”
The Physician smiled.
“ It’s half a century or more since I
me

learned that.

Yet I remember that
‘

Simple Simon met a pieman
Going to the fair.’ ”
Yes,” said the Fool, “and you have all heard of little ‘Jack
Horner ? ’
What did you hear of gold, or power or, war ?
Nothing ! Nor will your children hear them, nor your children’s
children.
Not these wise things, my friends, but songs of the
heart, songs of gaiety, simple songs; yes, foolish songs are the
ones that
bring happiness.” Then striking a chord on his lute,
“

he sang:

The heart is a
’
T would Jit
A

tiny thing, my men,
in my lady’s glove,
very small thing for wars and gold,
Yet ample enough for love.’

The hand is a tiny thing, my men,
When all has been spoken and penned,
It’s little to carry a fortune in
-But

large for the clasp of

a friend’

3

“

Ah, men of the Council, it is not power, nor wealth, nor
empire which gives happiness, nor is it wrong philosophy, such
as we have hearkened to here.
It is foolishness.
I say it—a
Fool—it is foolishness which makes us happy.
For when we
think of these other grave things we are unhappy, we are miser¬
able, wre sulk. But on feast days, when the Merry Andrew
comes, we laugh and sing and caper with him.
Can empire
make a foolish man less happy ?
Can philosophy make a foolish
man think ?
Can gold make a foolish man anything than more
foolish?
No, good men! The more of these worldly things we
get, the more we are miserable. Therefore, 1 claim that foolish¬
ness is a far
greater source of happiness than any of these
things, and, honorable Council, thus do J appeal to your decision.”
The Fool ceased his speech, and, with a low bow, went again
toward the window.

A buzz of conversation

rose

in the Coun¬

cil chamber, yet it was hushed
Fool had presented by far the

and subdued. All knew that the
best argument, yet they dreaded
the consequences of wedding the Princess to a Foul.
The|
Council conferred together with drawn faces; the courtiers
moved uneasily here and there, talking in whispers, and the
aged King grasped the arms of his throne in the tenseness of
his excitement.

Q

The Fool alone seemed to be at

ease.

He

was

looking out of the window across the open draw-bridge, and
■chatting easily with the Wizard. At last the Council separated
and the Physician arose:
Your Majesty,” said the Physician, “ we have decided that
this man who last spoke has the best claim.”
The Prince of Fuss and the Prince of Wuss exchanged indig¬
nant glances, but the Physician-continued :
And we maintain that the very fact that he has made such
argument proves him not to be a Fool.”
I resent that!” cried the Fool from his perch.
“ I resent it,
your Majesty, I am a fool.”
He spoke in a shrill, indignant
tone, that seemed comically real.
Yet,” said the Physician, solemnly, “ you have made a good^j
argument, and you have won a Princess for a bride! ”
The Fool’s attempted reply was drowned by a noisy knocking"
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“

“

“

“

at the outer door.
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“

Let the door be

opened now,” said the King. “ The Council*
Inquire into this outcry.”
“Your Majesty,” cried the Fool, “ hear me!
1 hold that 1
am still a fool, though I have made the best speech.”
How so ! ” said the King.
“ I fear you are a knave instead
of something less.
Speak out! ”
Hardly had he said this when the outer door flew on its
hinges and a discordant crowd of excited men-at-arms and
maids burst into the chamber, all breathless and shouting:
has ended.

“

“The Princess!

The Princess!”

“What is it?”

said the

King, faintly.

And the courtiers

stood all amazed.
“

This,” said the Fool, raising his voice above the tumultall of you ! Though I had wit enough to win
a Princess,
I was fool enough to win her for another. Know,
then, that while I was speaking here and engaging your atten¬
tion, the Princess Yvonne rode away from the courtyard with,
the Baron of Wunn, who awaited her there and is even no\
half way to his castle!
That speck on the snow five miles away,'
“

Listen to me,

my

lords, is the happy couple!

For foolishness, dear friends,

the handmaid of love.”

was ever

An exclamation of
The old
and said

surprise, a buzz and then a babel earned
King did not look half displeased, although he frowned!
:

“You shall hear of this

hereafter, Fool. Out of my sight!
obey,” said the Fool. “ But before I leave let me recommend the happiness of song to the noble Prince of Fuss, and of
philosophy to his grace of Wuss, as balm for their wounded
hearts.
And I will myself sing my own foolish songs for com¬
“

fort

:
“

‘

The. brain is

a mighty thing, my men,
reading and cipher and writ,
write it down deep in your holiest books

For
But

That

even a

Fool has wit’ ”

John A. Foote, ’05.
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([V passing of lseo.
Beside

Alpine mount, at close of day,
charity, *
See how the sun upclimbs the lingering way !
an

Out-wearied with its hours of
For all the

noon

It

spent its golden boon
Deep in the valley's heart, and made,
In every windowed cot, a joy to man
And in the lonely glade
Companioning the toiling stream
Its mellow music

ran

;

;

And every vineyard in its gleam
Drank deep the wine of health
In

purple wealth,

But when upon the evening
Is heard the long, lone tone

air

Of bells that call to cloister prayer,
And lull the echoes in the caveined stone,
Then

slowly o’er the height
Uprolls the gentle tide of light,
Drifting a wake of sunset lines ;
And ere it sinks into the night
It ripples round the topmost snows
In one strong wave of gold,
That

soon

to

As if God’s

crimson grows,
of peace were on

warmer

the day
waiting eyes,
Soft breathing, as a mother o’er a child,
Look up and deeper look, and rise
Within their hearts sad thoughts and wild,
As thinner, fainter, near the skies
Fades the loved gleam, and Io ! it dies.
And

men

crown

:

with

So did he pass who
Who in the long

late has died,
unwearied years,
By peopled walls and barren mountainside,
Was ever bright
With Christ’s unwaning light.
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The farthest
Wise

Ind, and Afric’s middle sands,
parliaments of men, and bookless bands

Where southern
Basked in the

oceans roar

in coral

bays

saving rays

;
And varied hearts of all the lands

Rang the one
But when the

harmony of praise.
evening drew apace—

The snowwhite hill of death

Showing the last, dim sunset trace—
No eye but tears had drowned,
Of princely hall or cabin child
But it

was

nor

breath

rich with prayer,

As dim and darker grew

the silent air,
night!
And he was gone, the light from heaven—
Back unto heaven earth sent the light.
And lo ! the

********

fpfye Qomin<| of Pius.
Not in the ocean rage of theories,
Clashing in ebb and flow, has truth its base:
Eternal-made it keeps, or time or place,
A constant soul.

And

on

The Voice of Truth,
And all the breed of

Judean leas

whom worldly wise displease,

proud ambition’s

race,

Once said, with children in His sweet

“

embrace,
To be My kingdom’s great, be like to these.”
So did he come, who now by Tiber’s shore
Is keeper of the keys ; who humbly thought
Home to old Venice he would come again,
Nor dreamed the great, white chiefdom, nor the store
Of power.
And truth anew by Christ is wrought,
Who loves the childlike heart in souls of

men.

M.

E., '97.
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THE TOUGH MAN.
They met in the midst of a grey waste,
carpeted with prickly pear,patterned with
sage brush, unbroken save for four deep
ruts, called by courtesy a road, which
stretched across it with uncompromising
straightness.
The girl smiled frankly, the man with
exactly the proper degree of mildly en¬
thusiastic greeting.
They drew rein
simultaneously. Each relaxed in their
own way—the man turned sideways in
his saddle and threw his leg over the
horn in an attitude of negligent ease;
the girl pushed her hair back with both
hands and straightened her hat.
“Nice day,” said the girl.
“Hey? I
say it’s a nice day.”
“Mebbeso—for this part o’ the coun¬
try,” said the man.
“You’re not from ’round here, then?”
queried the girl politely. “I thought I’d
never seen you before.
From the South,
ain’t you?”
The man’s eyes followed hers to the
roughly run brand that straggled ove
his horse’s flank.

“Easy guess,” he commented cheer¬
“Anybody can spot a Mexicai

fully.

brand.

Arizona’s where I

and Slim Reeves is what
he added after
The

a

come

from—

they calls me,”

moment.

girl laughed and held out her

hand.
“Glad to know you,

Mr. Reeves,” she
cried; “I’m Miss McCune, Judy McCune.

Are you staying ’round here long,
Mr. Reeves?” she asked more primly.

“Long enough to look you up,” said
man boldly.
The girl was not displeased.
“No need,” she remarked.
“I’m at
the 7-bar-K, right south of where the
Rosebud runs into Hanging Woman.”
“That bein’ the case,” pursued the
man, “an’ me havin’ some business of
my own thataway, however do I get to
the

this

Rosebud creek?”

“Right across the next divide,” repliec
the girl.
“You can’t miss it if you keep
the main-traveled road.

to

First creek

to with water in it.

You going
outfit over that way? What
ranch you going to?”
“I ain’t goin’ to a ranch,” the, man
answered carelessly, “I’m goin’ to join a
wagon.”
The girl seemed puzzled.
“But the round-up isn’t over on Rose¬
bud,” she objected. “Whose wagon is

you come

join

to

it ?

an

Who’s

The

man

the

boss ?”

hesitated

a

moment.

“The wagon

belongs to a gent named
Macmillan,” he replied at last, “and the
wagon-boss, if I don’t unrecall it right,
is an unfortunate ombrey burdened with
the title of Looney Dave, or some similar
onchristian handle.”

“Macmillan!” cried the

girl in aston¬
“Why, he’s a sheep man.”
“Why, sure he is,” said the man, a
bit doggedly.
The girl looked incredulously at his
costume—the broad sombrero, the light
ishment.

leather

chapareros, the high-heeled boots,
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the coil of rope on the saddle.
“But you—you’re a cowpuncher,”
exclaimed.
“I used
the

set

up

fer one,” admitted

An

impatient, disgusted expression
came over the girl’s face.
“You must look pretty, todlin’ ’round,
after the sheep in that rig,” she remarked
spitefully.
“ You’re a great - looking
herder.”

“Who said I
I

ain’t

on

was

a

“I work for
herder

no

nor

her

.

angrily.

herder?” he de¬
a

sheep man, but
wagon-tender

no

“What d’ you do about a herd then?"

ahead and

girl sarcastically; “run along
see that the prairie dogs don't

bite the lambs ?”

The

man

<(

with all of them.

will

do

That's what the cattle¬

with

them

one

of

these

days.”
“Yas,” replied the man, smiling slight¬
ly ; ‘‘an’ while they’re doing it me and
two'r three

friends of mine’ll interview

’em, and after we're through they’ll be a
anything, than the sheep.”
“Oh, I reckon I see,” exclaimed the
girl. “You're one of these here killers
little deader, if

I

wouldn’t

same.

You're

a

man

cow-man

yourself, and yet you are helping the
sheep-men bust the ranchers. Look at
this range.”
She pointed to the ground
dramatically. “There used to be good
here

summer

and winter, a few

But that was before the
sheep came. Our cattle used to range
clean to Tongue River—but that was
before the sheep came too. Look at that
grass.
It isn't good for anything. No
place ever is good for anything after
sheep have been on it once. Why, they’re
killing Montana for the cattlemen. There
back.

puncher.

cow

a

here in five years; nor a

Nothing but sheep and herd¬

ers.”
“What d’ I

care

for Montana?” asked

cowboy surlily; “let the sheep kill it.

the
The

sooner

the better.

That's all the'

here are good for anyway—
herdin’ sheep."
The girl flushed with anger.
“That’s just like you Southerners,”
she cried defiantly; “why, J bet ! can
ride with you, and rope with you, and—
and kill with you, if niv spur-shanks do
turn
down.
And I’m nothing but a
girl.”
men

up

The

man

looked at her for

a

moment

in astonishment.

that Macmillan—”

“Well,

the

won’t be

laughed shortly.
“There’s other things to do ’round
sheep than herd ’em,” he said goodlnimor^dly.
“Kill ’em, for instance,” said the girl
warmly. “That's what I’cl like to do
men

“All

years

neither.”
asked the

I know your
is this: You’re

cowpuncher—”
“Was a puncher,” corrected the
dispassionately.

feed

turned

man

manded.

me.
But what gets me

kind.
a

to

man.

The

“Don’t talk t’

girl.

she

“You little outlaw!” he exclaimed ad¬

hardly

that,” interrupted the mail. “I don’t get
paid to kill people. All that s necessary

miringly; “1 believe you could."
The girl stopped short and flushed still
Then she gathered up her reins
more.

is fer me—”

as

“To be

no;

sav

willing to kill ’em,” said the

if to go.
“I’m afraid I’ll have to be

moving,”
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she said.
me

see

"I wouldn’t like

talking with

a

“Where did you say
the killer,

anybody to
sheep-man.’’
you lived?” asked

if unconscious of her

as

re¬

mark.

“f-bar-K ? I’ll be over some night
an’ set up with you awhile.”
The girl shook her head violently.
‘‘Don’t be

a

fool,” she said.

“You'll

inside the gate alive, and if
you did you’d stay there till the wolves
eat you.
My brother’s stuffed plumb
full of cabridges, an ’every one of ’em
marked for a sheep-man. An’, say,” she
added earnestly, "I heard as how Mac¬
millan was going to move his sheep to
the other side the Rosebud.
You keep
never

get

this side. Remember,

on

now.

The Rose¬

bud’s the deadline for

sheep. It’s free
this side, but the. other side’s for
cattle. My brother’s rulin' that line day
and night with the orneriest bunch of
long-horns in the country, all of ’em just
aching to throw some hot lead into a
range

herder

two.”

or

the

man

innocent

that tries to interfere with my

pastime.

tie up to the
difficult to confine

ter

Your brother had bet¬
fact that I'm special
to

any one part

of the

mention a few puny
townships. The sheriff at Las Palmas
might give him some points on the diffi¬
culties incerdent on keepin' Slim Reeves
corraled—though he wouldn't call me by
unyverse: not to

that

name

cither.”

“My brother’s a mighty tough man,”
girl warned him.

the

The killer did

“I get

good money for being a tough
myself,” he remarked. “Do I see
you again ?”
“Why, sure,” said the girl; “but, look
here, I don't want you to come pesterin'
'round that ranch, ’cause my dad has
got an old 8-bore, sawed off about a foot
from the stock, hanging just inside the
kitchen door, and he keeps it full of
man

buckshot.”
“Buckshot is

not to be despised,” said
cowboy reflectively.
’Specially when it’s in a sawed-off
gun that’ll scatter it over a whole side
of the sky.
And you ain’t pretty when
it’s through with you, either.”
“All right,” said the man grudgingly.
“I’ll be wise; but I see you again.”
“By accident,” laughed the girl, and

the
“

held out her hand.

They shook hands without effusive¬
ness.

“You

keep

woolies this side the
sagely, and
touched her horse lightly with her quirt.
The man set himself to making up lost
time, and plied quirt and rowel so well
and vigorously that in a short, time he
had topped the divide and come in sight
of the sheep.
A half a mile away he saw them, a
great batch of dirty grey, billowing
Rosebud.”

‘‘If I feel anyways inclined to refresh
myself with the saloobrious airs on the
other side that creek.” replied the killer
gravely, “it's going to be all-round oncomfortable, not to say onhealthy, for

not

seem

impressed.
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around
sat

a

a

man,

have done
hand

counselled

little butte.

watching
archs.

your

she

On the hill’s crest

alert, the shepherd,
his flocks as shepherds
since the days of the patri¬
erect,

over

From time to time he raised his
and

waved

it

with

an

imperious

gesture.
Immediately the two dogs on
the farther side of the herd would dash
here

or there, driving in the
stragglers,
persuading the timid, worrying the re-
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calcitrant.

Always

the

mighty

flock

pressed forward, ponderous, devastating,
leaving the ground in their rear bare and
pitiful. Above them the white alkali dust
rolled in clouds in masses, in shimmering

while the reiterated droning wail
joined with the flat bleat of
the lambs in a nerve-racking clamor.

waves,

of the

ewes

As he neared the flock the herder

came

forward to meet him.

“Howdy, Mister Slim,” he cried exuberantly. “Yust in time. I takes der
sheep across Rosebutt dis afternoon, and
you will hellup me drive ’em, so ?”
“Not this afternoon, Looney,” replied
the cowboy hastily; “you’ll have to hold
your sheep here for a while.
Till I go
back and get some more men, anyway.
There’s a lamb wagon back here a piece
with three

four fellows, and

Til bring
You hold your sheep until 1
get back.
Mebbe we won’t cross the
creek at all.
Can’t say yet.”
or

them up.

“But Mister Macmillan, he toldt
to take dem

across

feedt is better

on

dis

me

eefning, and der

der other

side,”

ex¬

postulated the puzzled herder.
“That's all right,” said the killer im¬
patiently. “The cattlemen ’ll take the
hide off’n you if you try to cross those
sheep over. Anyway, you keep them on
this side till I
He

come

wheeled

his

back.”
horse

and

galloped

back the way he had come.
When he
reached the road he turned in his saddle
and put
wise.

his hand to his mouth, trumpet-

“Keep those woolies this side the creek,
now!’ he shouted.
The herder looked after

him, pulling
his long mustache nervously.
He was

German and half-crazed, as all who have
to do

with

sheep

sooner or

“But der feedt is better

later become.
on

der other

side,” he muttered, “and yesterday Mister
Macmillan he toldt me—”
A few hundred

yards away the plain
dipped sharply into a deep gulley—so
sharply that at a little distance the breakin the rolling monotony was invisible. In
the bottom of the gully amidst the rank
growth of slough-grass a few half-stag¬
nant pools and a double line of wrack
and driftwood showed where the mighty
torrent

of the Rosebud flowed when the

snows

melted

cloudburst
on

m

the mountains

or

the

poured out its conserved fury

the foothills.
The herder

thought with professional
approval of the soft brown bunch-grass
that grew on the other side of the creek.
He turned and swept his arm over his
head. The dogs trotted back and forth.
The front rank of the great mob of sheep
swayed, turned, and swung ponderously
toward the creek.
Slim was already out
of sight.
As the first sheep began to pick their
way daintily up the farther bank a man
came
into sight around a bend of the
creek, waving his hat and shouting
harshly:
“Here, you,” he called, “get out of
that! Bring them sheep back. You can’t
go across this creek.”
The herder smiled good-naturedly.
“But der feedt is better

on

der other

side,” he explained indulgently.
The man slapped his hat on his head
and raised a shrill, yelping cry, which
was

at

voices.

once

taken up

by half-a-dozen
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“Yoi-yoi-yoi-yoi-yup-yup! Whoopee!”
Then

came a

rush of horses, an

oath,

puff of smoke. The herder pitched
heavily forward, writhed once or twice,
drew his knees up to his chin, turned his
head to one side, and lay still. The gully
was filled with drifting, black smoke,
struggling sheep and rearing horses. The
walls shook with reports and echoes as
a

the

newcomers

the

rode in and out among

sheep, shooting as fast as they could
drop the hammer.

reload and

In half-an-hour the work of destruc¬
tion

done.

The

gully was choked
with soft, white bodies, the creek, halfdammed with the piled carcasses, washed
along bits of wool, scraps of flesh, and
spent shells.
Now and then a • dying
sobbed
sheep
throatily. At a little dis¬
tance the poor remnant of
the flock,
was

hideously soaked and splashed with their
fellows’ blood, grazed negligently on the
young grass on the other side of the
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ently. “He asked me how to get to the
creek, and I kind of thought this was
where he

was

bound for.”

“What did he look like?”

demanded

McCune.
The

girl pretended to reflect.
“Oh, he was a dark sort of fellow,”
she replied, truthfully enough; “dressed
like a puncher with a pair of chaps on.
Riding a buckskin horse branded circle
A-E-3 with a vent on his flank and a
fishhook on his right shoulder. Come to
think,-he looked more like a cow-man
than
“

herder*”

a

Oh,

brother
was

—

lie’s

no

grimly.
one

*

of

herder,”

replied her

guess I know who he
those killers Macmillan

“I

brought up from Texas, or I’m a dummy.
Anyway, we’ll just about camp down in
this gully and see what happens. Judy,
you chase on home!”
“I guess not,” cried Judy cheerfully'.
“Want

me

to

miss

all

the

fun?

I’ve

Rosebud.

got my- gun along and I can shoot

Grouped together in the creek bottom,
the exulting destroyers expressed in pic¬
turesque phrases, freely interlarded with
metaphor, their gratification. To them,
down the gully, came Judy McCune. She
paled and shuddered at the evidences of
the slaughter that had taken place and

’round you,

rode to where her brother stood in the
midst of his cohort.

“Where’s the other one?”

she asked

“Did he get away?”
was another,” he
replied keenly. “Where did you see

anxiously.

“Didn’t know there

him?”
The

girl recovered herself.

“Oh, I met a man coming over this
way a while ago,” she replied indiffer¬

to

and

all

know it. I’m going
things happen.”

you

stayr and see
She drew a small blue-steel six-shooter

from its holster and waved it

McCune

defiantly.
laughed and shruged his shoul¬

der.

Don't blame me if
you get a hole through you. Keep out of
sight, anyway,” he cautioned her with a
kind of rough gentleness.
With a few gestures he disposed his
satellites in the high grass.
The girl
took up, her station in the rear of the
fighting lines behind a rock and occupied
herself trifling nervously with her sixshooter.
For fifteen minutes or so they
“Just

as you say.

waited in silence.
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Suddenly above the moans of the sheep
the sharp pounding of hoofs and
the sound of a voice singing one of those

came

traditional ditties,handed down from gen¬
erations of dead-and-gone cowboys, with
which the

punchers soothe the cattle dur¬
ing the long, hot nights on the trail,
when the coyotes howl around the bedground and the steers mill restlessly.
Sung in the nasal monotone sacred to this
style of melody, it rose sadly:
On
An’
An’
On

Ol’ Chis’m Trail.
listen to meh tale.
Ah'll tell yeh all my
Of’ Chisn Trail.

troubles

The

chorus, eked out by several other
more or less melodious, was re¬
peated again and again.
“Where’s that loco Dutchman?" said

someone.

he

ain't

taken them

sheep acrost the creek!”
“Aw, hell!" exclaimed the singer, ap¬
parently not relishing the interruption.
“What d’we care?”
An

appeasing voice demanded the
was accordingly

ond verse, which
dered

sec¬

ren¬

:

“Oh, Ah'll hid farewell
To meh spurs, chaps and saddle,
And Ah'll punch no more
Of yer hellish cattle,

Singing—”
The

the

“You little fool!” shrieked her brother
from somewhere

near.

There

came a

vol¬

ley,—then a few dropping shots, and the
scamper of horses.
She opened her eyes
to
find
herself
kneeling beside her
brother’s body.
Two men were rever¬
ently drawing the dead herder from the
creek.

Beside her
very

stood Slim Reeves,

soberly.

“I'm afraid I’ve killed your
be said bluntly-.

brother,”

The girl’s face remained without ex¬
pression.
’Twas a fair fight,” she said dully, at
last, “though that wasn’t his fault.”
The man laughed, then remembered
himself and grew sober again.
“That first shot sure was a help to us,”
be agreed.
“I reckon it saved half our
lives. 1 wonder who was responsible for
that, now.”
“I fired that shot,” said the girl calmly.
The man took a hasty step forward.
“I knew it was you,” he cried. “What
did you do it for, Judy? What was you
“

voices,

if

the edge directly above her, and
plunged down the bank, scattering
sand and gravel in her very face.
on

then

looking at her

Sing ty-yi-yuppy-yuppy-yay-ee
Sing ty-yi-yuppy-vuppy-yay. ’’

“Golwhizzled

legs

JOURNAL.

girl leaned forward. They were
almost at the gully.
She raised her re¬
volver and fired deliberately in the air.
The song broke off sharply.
“Bushwhacked, by Golly!” shouted a
voice.
A horse reared high on his hind

aimin' at?”
“At

the

that

singin’ that
of course,” interrupted one of the
band of killers coming up at that mo¬
ment.
“Come on, Slim, we got to move.
Mebbe you don’t know that the judge
man

was

song,

here is

a

and

the

to

so

cattleman, and so’s the sheriff

jury will be if

get a jury.”
He noticed the dead

we ever

the

live

ground
lightly with his foot.
“Your husband, ma’am?” he asked
politely.
and touched him

man on
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Slim turned

said

him

angrily.
“Here, get out!” he snapped. “Move!
Muy pronto!”
The man seemed ludicrously taken
on

commandingly.
“Yes; 1 guess we’d better be going,”
he agreed, and stood by while she mount¬
ed.
As she gathered up the bridle he
caught it close to the bit, and turned her
horse’s head the way the others had gone.
The girl hesitated, smiled, and held out

aback.

“Why, what’s the matter with you?”
complained. “I ain’t said nothing to
you, have I? If you don’t come, don’t
say I didn’t warn you, when the vigi¬
lantes begin hammerin’ on the jail door.”
He walked back to his companions,
stiil grumbling under his breath. These
had finished strapping the herder onto
McCune’s horse and were mounting one
by one and commenting profanely on the
neat and careful work done by the cattle¬
men among
the sheep. Presently they
rode away. As they passed Slim the man
he

who had warned him to

come

waved his

hand and cried

a pleading “Adios”
to
him, but Slim still stood silently beside
the girl. As the last of the band passed
up the cut-bank she rose, letting the
corpse’s head slip from her lap.
“You’ld better be going, Slim,” she
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her hand to him.

And

clasped firmly they rode

so

up

with hands

the bank and

into the distance.
A coyote
-

trotted down the creek bot-

tom, saw the dead man, turned and slunk
away a

few steps. Then seeing no mo¬
back noiselessly toward the

tion he crept

staring

corpse.
Here ends the tale of Slim Reeves and

the

war

on

the

Rosebud, but the drama

of which it is but

an

act

will not end

until that

day, now rapidly approaching,
when the cowboy of romance, the ruler
of the West, will go down, “spurs, chaps
and saddle,” before the half-demented
herder and his ubiquitous dog.
Francis P.

Sullivan,

©liOia.
In

Twelfth Night.

Ruler of all, save your own

sweet misrule,
mellow-ripened, old Illyria,
You flamed the light of woman’s fair empyrea
Into the heart of noble, knight and fool,
For what—to serve as love’s unwilling tool,
To waste the warmest, richest soul in Adria,
As souls of dying roses in Arabia
Court the false wind to reach a miraged pool!
And yet, we too seek out our heart’s desire,
Warring against stern, brazen-thewed Success,
With filmy dreams ; like you we quest a star,
And finding, in the end, the glow-worm’s fire
That mocked us, smile with lips and say: “No less
We cherish it, for what it seemed afarl”
John A. Foote, ’05.
In

04.
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GEORGETOWN ABROAD.
Last year,

in response to the requests
friends at Georgetown I was pre¬
on to give an account of the races
I had run while abroad.
Now again the
enthusiasm of college mates, the expecta¬
tions of personal friends, and the lively
interest of the American public in ath¬
letic feats—especially in running matches
—demand that I give an account of my¬
self in my recent contests.
So it is that
I take great pleasure in penning for the
many readers of the College Jour¬
nal the account of my tour through the
British Isles, feeling assured that each
and every one will be interested to know
how a Georgetown athlete endeavored
not only to bring fame to his alma mater,
but to sustain the athletic prestige of his
country in a foreign clime.
It was not my intention to don my
athletic togs during the season of 1903.
of my
vailed

Berkley Oval the tide of victory turned
the
but
satisfactory to the many spectators and
myself, but I was confident that when
the final battle for supremacy came the
my way.
On the Friday previous to
final contest my form was anything

excitement

and

out

old-time foes, Schick of Har¬
Moulton of Yale, were called
the final to dispute my title, the

in

Crimson and the Blue enthusiasts

nificent

the time for
returned,
the fever again asserted itself, and in
spite of the many requests of my people
and friends not to race, I was soon
launched deeper than ever in the whirl
of the athletic world.
With scarcely
three weeks preparation, I decided that
athletic

as

contests

for the third consecutive

season

I would

endeavor to defend my

title at the Inter¬
collegiate Championship, and, should the
race prove successful to me, I would once
more wend my way to “Merrie England”
and there revisit familiar
new

old

acquaintances.

scenes

and

re¬

Fortunately at

anx¬

iously awaited the result, for upon this
event hinged the title to the champion¬
ship trophy. We were all a trifle nervous
and as we anxiously dug our holes I
could but think of my record race just
a year previous, and firmly resolved that
I would do my utmost to equal the same
figures. The final proved to be a mag¬
characteristic

competition, but

me

As my
vard and

In fact I had determined to retire from

various

had

which

materially.

active

the

endurance

hitherto manifested itself would aid

and

as

All left the mark with that

race.

we

precision of trained athletes

traversed half the distance I

could

observe

that

I

had the

hand,

though

my

competitors fought

race

in

every inch of the way and made one
final effort to overtake me, but it proved
unsuccessful.

Then it

was

that I deter¬

mined to revisit

England, for I felt sure,
after defending my title in my native
land, that under favorable circumstances
I could cope with any of the foreign
runners whom
I had already met and
defeated.
Previous to my
vited

embarkation I was in¬
by the N. Y. A. C. to make a spe-
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cial attempt to
for 75 yards.

vitation, but
condition my

lower my existing record
I accepted this cordial in¬

as

I

was

not in the best

the

moment

speculating
was

about

I

could

upon
to

the

visit

I25
not

refrain

new

scenes

and

the

from

that I

incidents

which might occur to me, and what
changes might take place, before I would
discern again those same lines now grad¬
ually fading in the distance.
In former years it had been my custom
to subject myself to a regular system of
training aboard ship, such as skipping
rope, indulging in a sprint or two after
the passengers had retired, and walking
considerably. But last season I decided
that I would do no active work, but simply rest, occasionaly enjoying a brisk
This system of training was of
walk.
invaluable assistance to me, and although
I found myself putting on superfluous
weight I felt that this would not seri¬
ously affect my form, since I would rap¬
idly reduce after the voyage.
The passengers, much amused at the
lusty Georgetown Hoyas given as we had
left the dock, began to enquire the cause
of this display of college enthusiasm.
It
did not take them long, however, to
ni and the few dear friends who came
learn this cause, as the New York papers
down to see me away, the huge liner
had written up my departure and the
slipped majestically into the river. But
mission on which I was bent.
here the demonstration did not cease,
Daily I
could hear the passengers inquiring who
for every shape of boat that could boast
a whistle or flag united to bid the float¬
“Duffey” was; it was surprising to see
how my notoriety as an athlete had pre¬
ing palace a bon voyage and Godspeed
ceded me; of this I became more con¬
in her race across the sea against time
scious before the trip was ended, because
and the elements.
The departure was
of the many questions I was called on to
without accident or anything that would
answer concerning sprinting and my rec¬
in the least way mar the pleasure of the
ord run.
trip, and all settled down to the general
With this introduction, acquaintances
routine of the voyage. As I saw the last
were
blue lines of the city domes and spires
gradually formed, and all joined
in the usual pleasures and pastimes which
which gleamed from afar gradually fade
help to vary the humdrum of an ocean
away like a cloud on the horizon, for

showing

was most unsat¬

isfactory, for the best I could do was
yards slower than the record. All pres¬
ent at the games could not help remark¬
ing that my sprinting had fallen off con¬
siderably, and emphasized the fact that
my running abroad would not be up to
my usual standard.
I likewise began to
believe the many assertions which I could
not help hearing, but as all arrangements
had been made for sailing, and as I had
already promised the various athletic as¬
sociations throughout the United King¬
dom that I would be present at their
sports, I prepared myself for the voyage
and sailed from New York June 17th, on
the steamship Germanic.
The voyage from New York to Liver¬
pool was a delightful one. With a clear
sky above and a jolly crowd on board,
amid the fluttering of handkerchiefs and
the cheers of the loyal Georgetown alum¬
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voyage.
At last the coast of Ireland

scried, and
town

we

harbor.

the
was

de¬

slowly entered Queens¬

English champion, and Rivers, the
favorite, a flier who, all declared,
would spring a surprise on the favorite.
local

Words will not describe

the

Our event
traction

of

beauty of this perfect scene, nor the
delightful fragrance of the air, all in
peculiar contrast with the last land we

after

had

trial heats.

seen.

We remained in

Queenstown but a few
hours, and proceeded on our way to Liv¬
erpool, arriving Friday morning. I must
confess that the sight of land brought to
me anxious thoughts of the
many races
before

me;

I became

a

little worried

about my

condition, as I was billed to
run my first race Saturday, the day after
my arrival.
Many of my English ac¬
quaintances aboard ship predicted my de¬
feat in this race, owing to the fact that
I

should not have time

to

become

ac¬

climated, or time to discard my sea-legs.
I paid no attention to their discouraging
assertions, but immediately set out for
Wolverhampton, where the sports were
to be held, ariving late that evening.
The next afternoon proved to be a
most delightful one and most suitable for
a
sprinting contest. It was a day to
my liking, but as
I made my way
to
the athletic grounds I began to
realize the chances I was taking in com¬
peting with these athletes so soon after
my arrival, for undoubtedly they had
been training assiduously at least weeks
before the races. ' Never shall I forget
my reception as I drove through the
streets on my way to the race.
All the
stores and

mills had closed for the after¬

and the streets seemed alive with
a swaying mass of people, all wending
their way to see my race with Wadsley
noon,

billed

was

the

as

the stellar at¬

afternoon’s sport, and

disposing of various preliminary

contests

we

were

all called out for

our

As I

appeared upon the cin¬
der-path I received an encouraging ova¬
tion

from

the thousands of spectators,

and it was most amusing to hear the ex¬
pressions of the people, such as “good
old
Georgetown.” “good old Yank.”
Though my mind was entirely taken up
with my coming race, I could not help
laughing at the many accents of the Eng¬
lish dialects.
Luckily I had no trouble
in disposing of my competitors in my
heat, and after being introduced to the
Mayor and Mayoress and other distin¬
guished guests we were allowed a few
minutes rest
we

were

before the final.

At last

called out, and as I came upon

the track,

looking down the course I was
surprised to see many ladies and
gentlemen at the tape, all gathering
closer, that they might the better see
the final bursts of speed.
Gradually the crowd’s wild enthusiasm
sank as the report of the starter’s pistol
much

announced that the

race was on.

Imme¬

diately I crowded on full steam, but to
my chagrin I observed that my antago¬
nists were not to be shaken, but hung
on with that bulldog
tenacity so charac¬
teristic of the Englishman. Then we all
ran

neck

and

neck

until the last few

yards, when I managed in some unfore¬
to
seen
manner
forge ahead at the
worsted. My victory was a most popular
one, and the cordial manner in which it
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was

received

was

most

gratifying; for, in

view of the fact that I had finished my

only the day before, but fewto win.
That evening I
was invited by the Charitable Committee,
under whose auspices the games were
held, to be present at a banquet tendered
to the Mayor and other distinguished
personages.
I accepted the invitation,
and after listening to many interestingspeeches, I was presented with a beautiful
gold timepiece as a remembrance of my
afternoon’s victory.
sea

voyage

expected

a

me

The remainder of the week I spent as
guest of Mr. Brommage, secretary of

the Amateur Board of Control, a
old English gentleman, and the
able
will

manner

in which I

was

typical
hospit¬

entertained

long be cherished by me. By de¬
grees the people in the town learned that
I was visiting with Mr. Brommage, and
as the Wolverhampton
School was to
hold its annual sports, open only to the
students, on the following Wednesday,
I was invited by the principal and fac¬
ulty to be present at the contests. As I
was training
every day and saw here an
opportunity to find out how I was run¬
ning, I accepted the faculty’s invitation
and informed the principal that if he
thought the students would care to see
me run I would most willingly run
an
exhibition for them.
Immediately it
spread like wildfire around the town and
school ( which, by the way, is a prepara¬
tory school for Oxford) that I was going
to attempt to lower the record, and, ar¬
riving at the school grounds, I was in¬
troduced to many of the trustees of the
institution, also the Mayor, who, learn¬
ing that I was to race again, appeared

and wished
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heartily the best of suc¬
boys ran their events, I
requested the two winners of the school
sprint to pace me, and allowed each a
liberal handicap of twelve yards.
The
young sprinters were very desirous of
making a good showing against me, and
wished me to give them a better chance
than this.
But, realizing that I would
cess.

me

After the

have all I could do to overtake them with
this

handicap I informed them that they
plenty of start and undoubtedly
would defeat me.
Never will I forget
the outbursts of laughter from that fash¬
ionable audience as I commenced to dig
my holes at the start, and when I as¬
sumed the crouching posture it seemed
ridiculous to the old folks, for they could
not understand how it was possible to
start from such a position.
had

After the exhibition race, which I man¬
aged to win in the time of 9 4-5 seconds,
I was shown around the institution, and
after tea with the principal I was invited
to be present at the distribution of the
prizes that evening in the hall. The
prizes were to be awarded by the Lady
Mavoress, and after the youthful victors
had received their spoils, the principal
arose

and addressed the school in

a

most-

edifying speech, pointing out to the
young lads the necessity of obtaining a
good foothold in the school and in life. I
listened most attentively to the able pro¬
fessor’s instructive remarks, and as grad¬
ually everybody became attentive I was
much surprised when he used for an ex¬
ample the careful foothold I secured
when I started in my races.
It was a
most appropriate example and was re¬
ceived with loud bravos from the student
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body.

After the cheers had subsided,
principal continued and announced
that the faculty took great pleasure in
presenting me with a most suitable prize
for favoring the school with my appear¬
ance.
For the moment I was stupefied
and as I examined my gift I was pleas¬
antly surprised to find that I had receiv¬
ed a complete set of Shakespeare’s works.
Having spent a most pleasant week in
Wolverhampton, on the following Satur¬
day morning I set out for Northampton,
at which place I was to compete for the
“Prince Hassan Cup” and defend my
title as British Champion.
Arriving in
Northampton, or St. Crispin’s town as
it is called by the old inhabitants, I was
much impressed by its picturesque and
antiquated appearance. As I was only
there for the day, I did not have much
opportunity for sightseeing, but learned
that the town is now chiefly a boot and
shoe making centre.
the

On

a

fine afternoon likewise the Brit¬

ish

championship was run off, and every¬
thing pointed to a record-breaking day.
My race here was universally conceded
to me,

owing to the form I had displayed

in my former races, and all the spectators
looked to see me lower the British rec¬
ord.

As I

not in the

highest spirits
accomplish for the dis¬
tance was inside io seconds, beating my
nearest competitor by two yards, and
thus winning for the fourth consecutive
year the blue-ribbon event of British am¬
was

the best I could

ateur

athletics.

As it is the custom to

banquet the new
champions and the distinguished guests.
I was invited to be present at the dinner
that evening.
It was a very pleasant

occasion.

After

listening to the eloquent
gentlemen as the chair¬
man, the Earl of Dudley, and Montague
Shewman (King’s Council), the former
in a most pleasing speech welcomed me
to Old England again and presented me
with the beautiful Prince Hassan Trophy
and the usual gold medal from the Ama¬
teur Athletic Association of England.
Leaving Northampton after the ban¬
quet, I proceeded on to Kettering, ar¬
riving Sunday morning. A quaint little
place also was Kettering, and as I ap¬
proached the hotel I was much surprised
to see many of the inhabitants carrying
trays, napkins and other utensils from
which arose the fragrant odors of York¬
shire pudding and other old English del¬
icacies.
Inquiring why the people car¬
ried such things, I was told that it was
the custom among them to carry their
Sunday dinners to the public baker, who
cooked the same for a few pence, and at
address of such

noon

all called for their dishes.

It

seem¬

ed very strange to me,

and I pictured to
how
myself
impossible and absurd it
would be to attempt such a thing in our
American towns.
The

following day, Monday, being a
holiday, all the people from the neigh¬
boring towns flocked to Kettering to see
the county fair and the sports which
were held in conjunction with it.
Grad¬
ually it became knowm that a “Yankee
sprinter” w^as to race at the sports, and
as every little town and borough through¬
out England has some runner of note
whom the inhabitants claim

world,

can

beat the

interest centered in the
match between the local champion and
myself. Arriving at the scene of the
great
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contest, I was quite surprised to see the
sort of track we were supposed to run
It was nothing but a sheep pasture
on.

beside the fair grounds, so that the spec¬
tators

could pass

from

one

place to the

other.

My opponent was a tall, rawboned lad,
resembling more a hammer-thrower than
a sprinter.
Urged on by his friends,
who were extremely confident that their
prodigy would defeat me because of the
handicap I was conceding, he came to
the scratch for the final heat.

As chance

would have it, a fakir had established a

testing machine close to the starting
points, and in eloquent bursts of the rich
Yorkshire dialect was beseeching the
crowd to test their strength.
Many, de¬
sirous of testing their hitting abilities
(shown bv swinging a huge mallet and
hitting a peg which connected with an
indicator that sounded a large gong on
the top of a beam) came forward to try.
At last the starter's voice rang out, “Get
ready!” and with eager pulses anxiously
we crouched and awaited the report of
the pistol; but, to our dismay, some en¬
ergetic individual swung the mallet and
hit the peg, and the terrific crash with
the clang of the gong was the signal for
our departure.
Personally I could not
state at the moment whether the pistol
went off or not, at any rate I ran as fast
as my
legs would take me, and after a
terrific battle with my herculean opponet I managed to win out at the tape.
It was a most peculiar occurrence, and I
laughed heartily when I was informed of
the cause, and though it aroused a little
comment we both agreed that it was a

perfect start, and
lated

in
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my opponent congratu¬

sportsmanlike manner.
race the following
Saturday at Birmingham I set out the
next day for the midlands, staying the
rest of the week as a guest of the B.A.C.
The track at Birmingham was the fast¬
est track (grass) in the kingdom, and
as I was in fine fettle I won my fifth con¬
secutive victory in my fastest perform¬
ance—a yard
faster than 94-5 seconds,
almost duplicating my 9 3-5 record.
As
I had no difficulty in winning the scratch
event, the people seemed very desirous
that I compete in the open 120-yards
sprint. I complied with their requests,
and though my competitors were strung
all the way up to fifteen yards I man¬
aged to gradually overhaul them and win
out in 11 4-5 seconds, thus equalling the
me

As I

was

a

most

booked to

world’s record for that distance.
That

evening I attended the banque
given by the B. A. C., and everyone pres¬
ent congratulated me on my victories,
and after the usual songs and speeches I
was presented with a magnificent chest
of silver cutlery.
The next day being
Sunday the sports committee planned a
motor-car trip to Stratford-on-Avon, the
home of the immortal Shakespeare.
It
was my first tour as a motorist, and ar¬
riving in Stratford I was much amused
by the many young street urchins who
drolled off in their accustomed monotone,
incidents in the life of the famous dram¬
atist.

After

visiting the birthplace of
Shakespeare and other places made fam¬
ous by him, I had the pleasure of seeing
the
who

celebrated
resides at

novelist iMarie

Stratford.

Corelli,
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Returning from Stratford I left Bir¬
mingham that night for Stonebridge, a
town not far from Birmingham.
The
meeting here, though a large one, proved
to be one of my severest races, owing to
the fact that it was a chilly day and I
was
far from having the form I had
shown at Birmingham. However, I man¬
aged to win in io seconds. As I was
not to race again before the end of the
week, the few days left me I decided
to

devote to

ifying,

a

rest, and it was most grat¬

I could not help looking back
on what I had already
accomplished and
wondering how long my successes would
continue.
By this time the form that I
had displayed in my races and the many
as

times I had

ed
a

some

in

come

a

winner had attract¬

attention, and I felt almost like

matinee idol when I read the various

press

notices

admirers

graph

or

I

received,

and

when

would

request

my

auto¬

some

other athletic souvenir.

It is true that at the many places I ran
there were the usual local favorites, and

they all received the usual share of ap¬
probation; but then, too, when I hap¬
pened to outshine the local light, all evi¬
denced that usual trait of thorough
sportsmanship and gave me a royal wel¬

south, felt

the

runners

had such

my

little rest, I left Stonebridge and set out
for Ayr, Scotland, where I was to race
the following Saturday and Monday. Ar¬

riving in Scotland I immediately noticed
the extreme change in the temperature,
and as all my former contests in Scot¬
land were unsatisfactory, for the first
time on my trip I anticipated defeat.
The many enthusiasts, however, who

were

of such

a

calibre and

liberal

handicaps that I was
completely outclassed. On the following
Monday the sports were held in the
evening, as in Scotland they have very
long twilights. As a special attraction
the management arranged an Interna¬
tional Invitation Sprint Handicap, which
included the Irish champion, the Scotch
champion, English and Welsh champions
and two American representatives. This
proved to be the tid-bit of the evening’s
sport, and after a most beautiful race, the
two American representatives—Westney
of the University of Pennsylvania and
myself—received first and second prizes;
respectively. I might say that in this
race
I was conceding handicaps up to
seven
yards, Westney defeating me from
2^4 yards in the fast time of 94-5 sec¬
onds

on

a

slow turf track.

Although a little disheartened at being
by my compatriot, the next day
I left the birthplace of the Scotch bard,
Burns, and traveled to Edinburgh, where
I was billed to race the following Wed¬
nesday at the Shamrock Athletic Club.
It was my first opportunity of visiting
this city, and upon arriving I was deeply
impressed by its beauty and the scenery
surrounding it. Driving down the prin¬
cipal thoroughfare, Bruce street, which
all the inhabitants proudly declare is the
defeated

come.

Feeling considerably benefited by

well

posted on my victories in the
sure that I would win. When
I came upon the track I was given a
loyal Scotch welcome. I made up my
mind, as I entered the race, that I would
do my utmost to live up to the crowd’s
expectations, but the best I could do was
to win my heat, for in the semi-finals
were
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most

beautiful street in the British Em¬

pire, I could not help admiring its pala¬
tial structures

on

one

side and its

un¬

broken series of

parks on the other. It
charming sight, and after visiting
the Scott Memorial, the Floral Arch and
various other places of interest the next
day, I prepared myself for the coming
was a

Looking

the field of contestants
who were entered in the sprint, I was
surprised to see how heavy the handi¬
caps were, and as I came upon the cinderpath I was informed, to my dismay, that
owing to my previous victories I was to
start two yards behind scratch.
To be
sure it was rather discouraging,
but I
over

resolved to do the best

I

could.

The

finally called out and, imagine
feelings when I succeeded, after a
most heart-rending finish, in winning at
the post. It must have been a fine race
race was

my

to

the kind that I imagined, but a legal
hospital. In other words, it was a place
where legal knowledge and advice are
dispensed to the poor. As I was deeply
interested in the study of the law, I en¬
tered and upon introducing myself to one
of the unoccupied members of the bai

witness, and

as

I

returned to the

judges’ stand the spectators became
rather excited, crying “Time! Time!”. I
also was very anxious to know the result,
for I felt that I

ran

faster than

ever

before.

At last, after a consultation by
the timers the official time for the dis¬

(122 yards) was announced inside
seconds, this being faster than any
previous performance.
While in Edinburgh, sight - seeing, a
tance
12

rather unusual

appearing place claimed
and upon close examination
large sign over the build¬
ing, labelled “Dispensary.” Thinking it
was some kind of a hospital, I inquired
if the place was not for the sick and in¬
jured ; but to my surprise was informed
that, while it was a hospital, it was not
my attention,
I observed a

shown around and

was
was

race.
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the

was

told that i

only establishment of its kind in

Great Britain.
To

American

traveling abroad amid
it
is surprising to observe how one delights
in meeting a fellow-countryman.
Such
at least was the case with myself.
I had
now been
traveling alone for six weeks,
remaining in any one place scarcely long
enough to become acquainted, and upon
learning that some American acquaint¬
ances of mine were visiting Glasgow, I
departed from Edinburgh and made my
way to that city.
It was really a treat,
after being practically among strangers,
to have an opportunity to renew old ac¬
quaintances. My friends were equally
pleased to see me, and on the Friday
previous to my race I was invited to join
a
coaching party bound to visit the beau¬
new

an

scenes

and strange surroundings,

tiful Loch Lommond.
Since I had done considerable sight¬
seeing during my short stay in the low¬
lands of Scotland, and as I had almost
entirely let up in my training, when the
day drew near for the Ranger’s Sports,
which

were

to be held at the celebrated

Ibrex Park, I must admit that I became
a
little worried, for upon returning to

Glasgow, billed all

over

the city

were

great posters about “The Grand Interna¬
tional

Handicap.” At once I observed
Rangers, noticing the great in-

that the
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terest

that had been manifested

in the

previous sprint at Ayr, and profiting by
knowledge, had added the same race
with some of the marks changed a trifle.
I saw here an opportunity to even scores
with Westney, my conqueror at Ayr, and
I hoped that it would be possible for me
to repeat my Edinburgh performance.
A fine day dawned for the Olympian
Sports of the Rangers Athletic Club,
and although I have competed in many
contests both at home and abroad, I feel
justified in awarding the palm to the
Ibrex meeting as the greatest athletic
games in which I ever took part.
My
friends, desirous of seeing me battle
against the many foreign champions,
were all present with American flags to
cheer me on in my difficult task, and,
complying with their requests, I wore
a little silk American flag upon my
run¬
ning jersey. Approaching the scene of
the contests it was with great difficulty
that we finally gained admittance to the
enclosure, and although I arrived long
before my race I was more than sur¬
prised to see what a great crowd had
already assembled.
It was a typical
Scotch gathering, and as I elbowed my
way through the throngs of excited by¬
standers it was amusing to hear the ac¬
cents of the rich Scotch brogue, each man
discussing in his own way the relative
this

merits

of the different

but those who

casion,

or

are

None

familiar with the

the people,

can

situation.
As the

athletes.

appreciate thq
)

time for the

oc¬

f'

sprinting match
drew near, many of the people noticing
where my dressing-room was, crowded
about to get a glimpse of me before I

the cinder-track. Their en¬
quite unusual for such a
phlegmatic people. As I came out of the
door to warm up a little I had to laugh
went

upon

thusiasm

was

when I heard

an

old fellow call out in

excited voice to his many friends, in
the old Gaelic tongue, “Ay, friends; yon
an

lad is

champion—the bounder don’t

—he flies.”

To

run
certain extent the pe¬

a

culiar

expression and the enthusiastic
bearing of the old fellow helped to re¬
lieve the terrible
under.
which
tiers

was

of

nervous

strain I

was

into the arena,
surrounded, stadium-like, with

Making

my way

noticed

seats, I was startled when I
what an immense place I was

in

what

and

an

enormous

crowd

was

present. There was nothing before me
a great sea of faces—a crowd which

but

1 learned before the

day was over figured
thirty-five thousand people.
After the usual arranging of heats and
the usual try-outs, the various heat win¬
ners
were called together for the final
test of speed.
It was undoubtedly one
of the fastest crowds of sprinters ever
gotten together, and after winning my
at

heat I realized that in order to win the
final it

I had
Nevertheless, I was
confident.
Breathlessly we all awaited
the crack of the pistol and, all getting

never

was

run

necessary to run as

before.

the sound of the gun like one
fought the entire way. With¬
out any exception it was the hardest race
I ever ran; but as I was in my best form
I gradually wore down my opponents
and won by a close margin.
It was
probably’ one of the happiest moments
in my life, and as I returned to the
judges’ stand I was most pleasantly suraway to

person, we
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prised when it

was

announced that I had,

broken all

previous Scotch records bygoing the distance in 94-5 seconds on
turf. But the best part of my victory
was yet to
come. I was escorted by the
chairman of the committee to the invited

guests’ stand, and there had the honor
being introduced to the Lord Provost
of Glasgow, Lady Ure Primrose, and
other notable characters.
All heartily
congratulated me on my performance,
and after a delightful little speech Lady
Primrose arose and presented me with
a beautiful tea service, suitably inscribed,
as her gift to the winner of the inter¬
of

national

race.

Thoroughly satisfied with my Scotland
invasion, and seeing new fields to con¬
quer, that night I departed from Glas¬
gow and set out for Pontypridd (Wales),
where I was to run the following Monday
afternoon. It was a tedious journey to
Southern Wales, and completely worn
out I arrived in Pontypridd
Monday
forenoon. Thinking that the long, tire¬
some ride would play havoc with me,
anxiously I prepared myself for the com¬
ing race in the afternoon. Owing to
my condition I decided that it would
be best to confine my endeavors only to
the Welsh championship; but on arriv¬
ing in the little mining centre, rumors
were afloat that the cobles were going
to bring down a runner fleeter than Mer¬
cury himself, who would defeat all the
visiting champions. Rather desirous of
testing my speed with this new wonder,
upon arriving at the grounds, which were
reached bv climbing some of the steepest
bills I ever encountered, I was pleasantly
surprised when I observed the perfect

condition of the track
on.
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we

were

It seemed like old times to

once

more

raced

so

race

cinders after having

upon

much

to

get loose

on

hard turf and loos<

and at once I felt confident of ren¬
dering a good account of myself. It was
with little difficulty I disposed of the
championship race, defeating Wadsley
the English champion, Lundie,the Welsh¬
grass,

by over two yards in the time of
seconds. In this race I was dis¬
appointed in not having the new wonder
compete against me, but learned at the
last moment that he was saving himself
for the handicap race. As I was still in
man,

94-5

fine form and felt

none

the

worse

for the

I had

just run I made up my mind
to try conclusions with my mining friend
in the open race.
Each of us won his
heat and semi-final, my antagonist win¬
ning his handily, while I, on the other
hand, beginning to feel the effects of the
long journey and my previous heats, had
to be content with snatching victory ir
race

the last few strides.

Completely played out after my fourth
sprint, I retired to the dressing-room and
realized at once that I was totally unfit
to meet my adversary in the final heat.
The latter, however, noticing my wearied
condition, gained confidence in himself
and had his friends work incessantly over
him so he would be thoroughly fit for
our final struggle.
But I felt no better
before we were finally called out, and I
decided it would be to my disadvantage
to race, and proceeded to obtain permis
sion

from

the

officials

to

stand

down.

Immediately it spread around the excit¬
crowd,composed mostly of rough min¬
ers, that I was afraid to meet their cham-

ed
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pion, and amid taunts, jeers and rebukes
I returned to the dressing-room consid¬
erably annoyed. It was a most unsym¬
pathetic crowd, and as I could not help
hearing the many disparaging remarks
about me, practically driven to it, I finally
announced that I would
but insisted

race

their man,

At last the
decided, and
still feeling weak, with defeat starihg
me in the face, I came upon the track
and closely scrutinized my opponent, who
appeared as fresh as the very day itself.
At once it dawned upon me that it woulc
be impossible to win under ordinary cir¬
cumstances, and with the stinging in¬
sults of the excited bystanders ringing in
my ears, and the thoughts of the large
handicap which I was forced to concede,
my only chance appeared in resorting to
a little strategy with the starter, a rather
on

a

long rest.

various other events

were

irritable and excitable individual.

As I*

inquired from him how he proposed to
start us, I noticed that his nervousness
became more apparent and as we were
finally called to the marks, cautiously I
crouched and awaited my opportunity,
and as the lingering sounds of “Get
ready” passed from his lips and died
away among the breathless crowd, like a
frightened animal scenting danger I
sprang forward, catching the report of
the pistol as I flew by my competitor at
top speed. The sudden shock surprised
everybody; but my rival, game to the end,
stayed with me—neck and neck we ran.
The result

inevitable; for with the
start I received I managed to make up
the handicap I was conceding, and I
broke the tape a scant yard in front of
It is needless for me to
my opponent.
was

describe my reception after winning un¬
der such conditions; and while I must
confess that it
the uncouth

was

unsportsmanlike, still
in which I

manner

was re¬

ceived and the liberal

handicap which my
opponent had, might be taken as extenu¬
ating circumstances. Be that as it may,
with my two first prizes tucked securely
under my arm, I set out for Abergavenny
that night, where I was to run on the
morrow.

Probably no more enthusiastic a crowd
turned out to an exhibition of sports than
were

the spectators at

town

of

the little Welsh
Abergavenny. Escorted by all
the young lads from the station who were
aware of my coming, and who knew me
from former visits, it was amid great
handshaking and cheers that I was re¬
ceived
field.

the hotel and

at

It

on

the athletic

picturesque spot for
athletic contests, being completely sur¬
rounded by hills. I was taken up much
more
by the grandeur of the scenery
about me than by thoughts of my coming
race, which I sincerely wished was over.
On the way to the field I heard my little
strategy at Pontypridd spoken of on all
sides.
The whole town was talking of
how I beat their popular starter, who
was

was a

most

known for miles around

who had

never

let

an

the mark.

Before

whom had

come

and Cardiff to

see

a

as

a man

athlete best him

on

fine crowd, most of

over

from Pontypridd

the races, we all came

to the mark.
Completely worn out by my
previous day’s racing, I faced the starter

with

the

determination

to

take

my

chances; but it was with great difficulty
that 1 plodded through the distance, and
after

a

brush with my opponents

I

was

rrr
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beaten

badly at the tape. My showing
unsatisfactory to the people,

most

was

for the best I could do

was

to

receive

third.

Realizing that my form was rap¬
idly leaving me, I spent the next few days
in resting, and left Wales and set out
for a town in England called Stone,
where I

booked to

Murray, the
champion.
The day of the Stone sports was mis
erably cold. Probably a more dejectedlooking individual never appeared upon
the cinder -path than myself at these
sports. Murray, who had been preparing
especially for this race, looked in the
pink of condition, while I was completel
played out from my Welsh tour. The
was

run

Irish

track
tance

was
was

down-hill.
the

worst

a

wretched one; half the dis¬

uphill, and the finish

was

Without any exception it was
track I ever ran on; but, be¬

lieving I still had a chance of winning, I
ran my hardest,
and after a close strugle
I succeeded in landing first prize.
By this time my form was anything
but pleasing; but as I was booked to race
again at the Celtic Club, Glasgow, I left
Stone the next day and wended my way,
homesick and foot-sore, back to Glasgow,
arriving Friday evening. These sports,
managed by a rival club of the Rangers,
were a two-days affair; one set of games
was run off on the
Saturday afternoon,
the other on the Monday evening.
To
surpass the Ibrex meeting of a week be¬
fore, great preparations had been made;
the cinder-path was put in superb con¬
dition, and another International Handi
cap, similar to the Ibrex Handicap, was
added to the programme.
Boomed beforehand, probably as no
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other

runner was ever

were

led to expect great

boomed, the public
things, and the

Celts, having fostered that expectation,
can easily
imagine how my signal
failure on both days disappointed them
Only once have I been able to make a
creditable showing at Celtic Park, a'
my other attempts being gruesome fail¬
ures.
I was filled with less inspiration
than usual, and so it is no more than
natural than I should have failed, for
sprinters, like poets, can only rise to tin
one

occasion

when under

the

influence of

inspiration.

I remained till the
end of the week in Glasgow, cancelling
my remaining Scotch races, and became
the guest of an eminent electric specialist,
under whose efficient massaging my in¬
jured members gradually rounded into
shape, and feeling like a new man, as a
result of the rest and treatment, I rid
myself of the cold, humid climate of
great

“Bonnie Scotland” and crossed the Irish
Sea to the dear old Emerald Isle.

The
some

but

a

sage

journey to Belfast was a wear¬
and though the crossing takes
few hours, it was the roughest pas¬
one would care to take.
Arriving
one,

in Belfast after

a

ness,

I summoned

meet

the Irish

bad attack of seasick

enough to
day. Un¬
fortunately the day proved a most unsuit¬
able one for sports, yet in spite of th
torrents of rain which fell incessantly
throughout the day a great crowd of
Irish enthusiasts were present to see th
Irish Booth-Hall Sprint.
Fearing that
the cold day and the muddy track would
defeat me, I picked my way through the
preliminary heats and, though tired and
drenched to the skin, in the final 1 gradup courage

runners

the next
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ually

wore

down

my

opponents and won

the tape in io seconds, breaking
Irish record.
Never shall I forget

the
the.
mad rush of the spectators on the field
previous to the final heat. Their en
thusiasm knew no bounds, and though
the committee and police made great ef¬
forts to keep them back, we finally raced
with the people lined up on both sides of
the track and finish, so that after I hit
the worsted I was totally engulfed by the
surging mob, and only with great trouble
did I succeed in getting safely to the
dressing-room.
With the unpleasant prospect before
me of recrossing the Irish Sea, that night
on

I left the “Ould Sod” and made my way

Bolton,

England, racing there on
Monday. Though in fine form in
this race, I was outclassed, owing to the
poor condition of the track and the han¬
dicaps I was conceding.
I felt now that my form still remained
with me, and I was confident when
to

the

left Bolton and
in Leeds

went to

Leeds.

of the

Mv stay

delightful
visits of my trip. There, on an admirable
cricket course, I again succeeded in
smashing the Yorkshire record bv win¬
ning the handicap sprint in 9 4-5 seconds.
At these sports I also had the pleasure
of seeing Robert Baker, the champion
jumper, break the world’s record for a
high jump with weights. In our respect¬
ive events we both posed for the bio¬
graph, and the night after the sports
we were invited by the
management of
the theatre to attend the performance
and had the unique pleasure of seeing
ourselves

was

as

one

others

I remained

till

saw

the

most

us.

end

of the week

with

some American friends, sight-see¬
and the next scene of my endeavors
was
Barrow-in-Furness, a shipbuilding
town in Northern England. The town
was gaily dressed in bunting and flags
in honor of the royal visit of Princess
Louise, Duke of Argyle, and other no¬
bility. As I was desirous of seeing the
launching ceremonies by the Princess,
the sports committee obtained for me a
seat in the special stand for the Princess
and other invited guests. It was the first

ing,

time I had

ever

brushed shoulders with

assembly of dukes and earls, and, t<
I must admit that I fel
considerably honored.
an

a

certain extent,

The races, which were held in con¬
junction with the Princess’ visit, became
the centre of attraction after the launch¬

ing, and when I

the track
of the
nobility whom I had seen at the launch¬
ing. Fortunately I was in fine form, and
on a superb track
I ran as I had never
run
before, going the distance in 93-5
seconds, and winning by six or sevei
yards. As I was materially aided by a
I

came upon

noticed in the audience many

breeze in this

race,

the record

was

not

allowed.
The athletic

season was rapidly com¬
end. and the remainder oi
my races at Burnley, Oakengates and
Burton-on-Trent were productive of no
extraordinarv results. At Burnley on ;
water-soaked track I was hopelessly dc
feated, and at Oakengates, though I ran
a heat in the handicap 120 yards in 114-5
seconds, in the final I was beaten by my
opponents, who had generous handicaps.
After the Oakengates meet I had the
opportunity of attending one of Eng-

ing to

an
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land's greatest horse races, second only
to the Derby, and called the St. Leger.
While there I

King Edward, who is
thorough sportsman, and other mem¬
bers of the royal family, and also met one
of America’s premier jockeys, “Danny
Maher,” who successfully piloted Rock
Sands, the favorite, to victory.
Leaving Downcaster, it was with great
pleasure that I looked forward to my last
race at Burton, where I ran in the Brew¬
ery Sports.
Spending a few days in
training here, previous to the race, it was
surprising to notice what a depressing
effect the atmosphere had upon me; this
saw

a
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hard-fought battles. True, it was rather
hard to part with some of these remem¬
brances, for it was with great satisfac¬
tion i looked back on my past year.’s rac¬
ing, which I consider the most satisfac¬
tory period of my career. I now set out
for Liverpool, from which place I was
to sail on the following Friday for Amer¬
ica, eager to see again my native land.
The trophies and medals I had won and
carefully packed away in my trunk sailed
from Liverpool, September 11, on the
steamship Cymric for New York.
In

everything I wore went to dif
ferent athletes tv, whom I had promised

add
running
after me, I find that success has been at
my heels more than once during the pas'
year; and though sprinting is one of the
minor accomplishments, it is, neverthe
less, gratifying to gain some sort of foot¬
ing, even in the humblest of pursuits, in
this great world of achievement.
For
whatever good fortune has attended me
on the cinder-path I am more than grate
ful ;and if any effort of mine has done
aught for my college or my country in
fixing their supreme place in thfe world
of athletics, the consciousness that I had
a part in establishing that place will be
to me a greater source of satisfaction
than the pleasures of travel, the medals
of supremacy, or the fierce joy of the

them, and

so

victorious hour.

without

reminiscence

I learned from the inhabitants
effect

was

the

all visitors.

Upon inquiring the
as Burton
was the station for all the larger brew¬
eries, the fumes arising from the vats
caused the atmosphere to become heavy,
cause,

on

I

was

informed that,

and thus induced drowsiness in strangers.

Perhaps

one

of the happiest moments

in my life was when I hit the tape a win¬
ner in this my last race, and many of
the athletes and spectators present, upoi

learning that this was my last contest,
flocked to my dressing-room to obtain
from

me some

athletic souvenir

before I sailed for America.

or

As

a

othei
con¬

sequence,

a

I departed from England
of any of m

conclusion, dear reader, let

me

that while fortune has not been

Arthur F. Duffy,

’03.
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bi^t fpJjat Is.
Awhile 1

thought of the yesteryears,
days that were, you know,
The days that 1 lived, as the poets tell,
In the beautiful Long Ago,
When the roses bloomed for me, they say,
And birds trilled merrily all the day;
Of the

And the road

lay straight from sun to sun,
glow of a summer sky,
And my heart was light as the violets
That smiled as 1 passed them by—
And 1 sighed for the song and the scent and the glow
Of the days of the beautiful Long Ago.
In the

Till

“Haply,” 1 thought: “in the afteryears,
days to be, you know,
I’ll long for the light that lingers now,
And call it the Long Ago.”
Then 1 looked in the open face of the sky,
And 1 scented the rose, and I ceased to sigh.
In the

Hall

Stoner

Lusk, ’04.

THE KING’S CHRISTMAS.
the physical laws of na¬
apparently been conquered, and
when mankind had not yet clothed itself
in such a thick hypocritical garment,
there lived a king.
His name was Da¬
mian.
Of him no one spoke good. He
spread dissatisfaction throughout the land
and such was his power that he had no
fear of being ejected from the throne.
Brought up from infancy in luxury
and ease, he scorned the lowly peasant
and acquired such an ungovernable tem¬
Long

ture

had

ago, ere

that all were afraid of him, and
through his love for splendor and arro¬
gance he was conscious of but a small
part of the happiness that the world has
in store for the lowly but good.
It was nearing Christmas, and intend¬
ing by a succession of grand and pomp¬
ous
festivities to cap the climax by a
dazzling yuletide merry-making, he or¬
dered his heralds to go forth and pro¬
claim to the nobles and the highest in
per

the realm that he desired their attendance
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at the

jousts to be held in his court, and
knights were to
try their skill. Anxious to see the un¬
paralleled splendor of the spectacle, and
fearing to incur the displeasure of the
despotic ruler by their absence,the might¬

cess,

in which the worthiest

incased in armor, fought with
main to uphold their honor.

iest of the land

cleared, the king accepted with haught}
mien the praise that was showered on

came one

and all to the

great conflict.

Truly it was a grand spectacle. The
great grizzly pillars were relieved of
their

stern appearance by the mass of
richly varied colors that surged at their
base. The laughter and jests rang again
and again against the vaulted domes of
the palace, and but for the presence of
the king, genuine merriment might have
reigned.
Then came the hour of going to the
tourney, and one by one the nobles went
out through the ponderous iron gates of
the palace on their way thither. Last of
all came the king, and when he had al¬
most passed through the gates he was
arrested by the loud calling of the guard,
begging him to stop. Turning around,
angered at being interrupted in the midst
of his pleasure, he saw two guards drag¬
ging between them a peasant of mean

and great and mightly warriors, all
might and

It was the
hardly fought tourney ever witness¬
ed by the people of that country, and

most

when ail

and the field had been

was over

him from all sides for -the

success

of th

day.
That

night, after an unusually uproar¬
banquet, at which merriment and
abundance reigned, the king sat moodib
at the head of the long and dazzlin;
table. It was contrary to his custom, for
despite his character he was considered
ious

an

admirable host.
At

length the banquet was over, and
seeing that the king sat, still wrapped in
gloomy thought, of which they could not
guess the cause, the guests one by one
left through the heavy dropping cur¬
tains, and then the king was left alone,
unchanged, still meditating deeply.
For

the first

time

in his

life

there

rankled

something in his inner being, and
self-disgust overpowered his other
emotions.
Was he not rich ?
Ay, and

infinite

than rich.

Contented ?

What

more

appearance.

more

“What would you have us do, Sire,”
said one of them, “with this churl whom

could he have but the very moon and
sun
and stars ?
Powerful ?
The very
laws of the ancient Medes and Persians

we

caught poaching in your forests ?”

Now the

king considered any infring¬
ing on his territory a most wicked deed
and one worthy of the most severe pun¬
ishment. In wrath he replied:
“Since
he was so kind as to pay me an unbidden
visit, let him remain with
under the moat.”

me a

Thither

while

was

led the

unfortunate wretch, to a place truly
most foul of all the wicked castle.
The

jousts

were an

unparalleled

the
suc¬

would have been put to

shame. Yet de¬
spite all his efforts, sorrow filled his soul
and the painful, glaring brightness of
truth shone where but shortly before had
been the darkness of pleasure and base
luxury.
One by one the candles, sputtering,
emitted their last blaze of light, and when
all had been extinguished the only light
in the room was the fitful, ruddy glow

*
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emitted

by the smouldering logs in the

great chimneyplace, plowing more deeply
still the furrowed

visage of the moody

king.
At

last, unable to endure it longer, he
and, rising, languid¬
summoned
ly
a page. He bade him bring
in his three wise men, for whose learning
he had a profound respect, and without
whose advice, and often assent, he did
nothing. Now it must be said, that al¬
though the king was of a character cruel
and self-gratifying, as is often the case,
he was nevertheless a man of profound
learning and experience, and as such
looked with an approving eye on all wise
men and things.
Presently, the three wise men entered
with wonderful dignity and. bowing low
to their master, abided his word.
The
king then addressed the most venerable
of the three, the chief philosopher and
shook off the torpor

his favorite.

“Knowest

thou,

Sophronius, that I
sorely troubled in my heart, and that
my whole soul hath rebelled at some
action done by me today?
For the ex¬
plaining of this have I summoned thee
and thine.
Yet have I done naught ill
today, save it be sending to a dungeon
a poor churl caught poaching in my for¬
ests, and that is in accordance with my
every action hitherto; yet it is this that
has caused me this great unrest ”
Then spoke the chief of the wise men.
“Sire, with all respect to your extreme
wisdom and generosity (for his dealings
with the king demanded great tact), it
am

seems

to me

having taken
give.”

that thou
away

art

sorrowed for

what thou couldst not

JOURNAL

This

at

once

most vital

spot.

“How

now

touched the

!” cried he.

king in

a

“Is there any¬

thing of which I could deprive that baseborn peasant that I could not pay him
back a hundred, nay, a thousand fold?”
But the undaunted and sturdy old
philosopher replied unabashed:
“Yes, Sire. Thou hast deprived him
of the greatest happiness in the world.
I know the man thou speakest of. His
humble but all-sufficient home lies

em¬

bowered in

sheltering oaks. No longer
his rural but godly occu¬
pations.
No more, as formerly, tired
after his day’s labor, can he turn his
steps homeward through the gathering
dusk, close to nature, conversing with
he pursue

can

her. and meet his careful wife and loved
little

ones.

No doubt he

was

but pre¬

paring for his Christmas cheer and was
gathering humbly a few faggots of wood
in your bountiful forests. Ah, the beau¬
ty of that serene existence is a mystery
to thee and thine,” continued the sage,
apparently oblivious of the presence of
the king.
“And yet the further away
removed from natural
the

more

the

self fortunate.
remove

from

content and

beauty and peace,
man thinks him¬
And so goes with each
peasantry that wonderful

ordinary

innocence, and what remove
than the king’s? Where in
all thy coffers or in any of thy vast do¬
mains hast thou aught that thou couldst
give him in exchange for his rustic
wealth ?
Canst thou order thy foolish
knaves to make a single pure heart, thy
most skilled workmen to reproduce the
unbroken and peaceful domain that is
his ?
Canst thou thyself make him a
is greater
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under whose tepid rays he
might spend his summer nights? Canst
thou give him a fairer country in which
to enjoy a more happy existence?”
purer moon

These words fell

on

the

ears

of the

the sound falls on one newly
deep slumber. But he
had followed closely the wise man’s
words, and he knew them to be true. The
old man had unwittingly touched upon
the very source of all his misgivings.
Finally the canny monarch said:
“From what thou sayest, kingly dig¬
nity and pleasure bear an inverse ratio
to true Happiness.”
“It is so, Sire,” was the reply.
“Then, if thou canst prove it to me
the man shall go free.”
And the man went away free, the next
morning, rejoicing at his deliverance.
king

as

awakened from

*

But

*

*

*

few

days had elapsed from the
weighty matters were dis¬
posed of in court, when the king, to the
astonishment of all, announced his in¬
tention of going hunting, than which
nothing was more foreign to his daily
time

a

these

habits.

But the astonishment

was

great¬

ly increased when he forbade anyone to
accompany him, and passed through the
gates alone, disappearing shortly in the
leafy gloom of the surrounding forests.
Nor could they understand why he
should leave on such an expedition in
the midst of his festivities, with the
greatest one of all still to come on the
following day, the Christmas banquet.
The cool shade rested the king’s weary
head, nor could he recall another time
when he had roamed through his own
forests without a great following and
ceremony. Already his soul seemed re¬
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lieved, and calm came over him. He
shook himself, straightened in the saddle,
and by that act all former worries and
imperfections seemed to have been cast
away from his long-burdened shoulders,
and he rode forth, a mounted man in na¬
ture’s clutches.
He rode

long. The sun was descend¬
ing crimson, ere he dew rein some few
yards away from a peaceful, thatchedroof cottage lying amidst venerable oaks.
Turning his horse loose, he hid all his
royal insignia and trappings in a neigh¬
boring bush and advanced up the neat,
stoned walk.
What

entrance that

simple cottage
imagined a
grander threshold than his own massive
iron gates.
Still this simply carpentered
oaken door was infinitely nearer and
more congenial
to him. The light, the
only one that shone through a vine-clad
latticed window, was far more beautiful
to him then than that which pierced the
darkest night coming out of his great
heraldic stained glass windows.
For a
moment he felt unworthy to knock at the
door and disturb the peace of those with¬
in.
Then he mustered courage and
knocked. The peasant came and opened
it wide, not recognizing in the stranger
the king, stripped of all his kingly gar¬
ments and simply clad.
“Couldst thou give shelter to one in
need, my worthy fellow ?” was the hum¬
ble inquiry.
“Never has anyone, be he the poorest,
an

offered!

knocked

Never

had

he

this door in vain,” was the
reply.
A sharp pang pierced his whole being
on
hearing these words. There came
vividly to his mind the picture of many,

heartfelt

at
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hungry, and cold, turned cruelly
from his castle, to go wailing in the
snow and dark.
He entered, and from
the time he walked into that simple abode
till in regret he left it a few days after,
lie was content.
The simple cheer, the
frolicking little ones that climbed on his
knee, the knee that had bowed to no man,
the homely and frugal but savory Christ¬
mas repast, all
awakened in him a new¬
poor,

away

born

affection

corner

one

for

stood

life.

And there

in

small Christmas tree,

a

all

shiny and telling of true happiness,
and his heart smote him when he recalled
his

avarice.

The

genuine hospital¬
ity extended to him at all times broke
own

down the last barrier that encircled his
once

he

never

in his

drew rein until

once more

with¬

gates.

The first

question him on his ar¬
Sophronius.
“Where hast thou been so long, Sire,
and why that happy countenance that sits
on thy brow?”
The simple reply was: “I have been
rival

was

to

the faithful old

where alone I could have gone to reap
I have come to disprove thy the¬

benefit.

selfish nature.

Loth

as he was to leave these quiet
he determined to return to his
own, one morning, lest his subjects, fear¬
ful of some mishap,should begin a search
for him.
Before he left, however, the
reward he gave the good peasant was one

scenes,

©A

1

John Parrott, Jr., ’05

precious Gem,
nor soul-destroying Ease,
pray for none of them,
of Poverty, O Son of Peace.

Fame,

O Son

concerning remoteness between the
pleasures that are the king’s and true
happiness. There hath come to me much
knowledge of late.”
ory

(^ristmas pFayeL

Nor Gold,
Nor

worthy of a king, and disclosing his iden¬
tity to the abashed couple, he thanked
them again and again for having been the
cause of his coming to know the only
real happiness of this life.
Eager to reach his estates and make
up for all the injuries he had inflicted on
his subjects by a new and generous rule,

nor

nor

Power,

for those 1 love,
want, and Shelter from the blast,
Love, and the fruits thereof,
And Peace, of all Thy blessings first and last;
But

Health

Freedom from

And for myself, Content,
Strength to labor, Patience still to plod
Paths of accomplishment;
These do 1 ask, O lowly Son of God.
And

Sabinus.
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ored to be seasonable.

We want to be

with the rest of the world, and so
essay is dropped from this number

merry

most

of

the

soon go

as

Catholic

out to fight the bat¬

was

a

most valuable

impress strongly

those

even
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the
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contributions

are

in

lighter vein and attempt in some way
to reflect the spirit of that joyous season
which we will soon be celebrating.
We
would call special attention to the article

foundation of all democratic government.
He argued his case in masterful style,

bringing to its support the wide erudi¬
tion of the scholar and the clear

reason¬

ing of the trained intellect, and present¬
ing it with the grace and power that
have made him one of the acknowledged
giants of modern eloquence. Through
his entire address

splendid strain of
and loyalty to
his country, together with a strong op¬
timism as to the Republic's future.
devotion to his

Where evils
them

ran a

Church

were seen

to exist he scathed

unmercifully, but he showed, too,
beyond the peradventure of a doubt, that
the world today, under the influence of
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Catholicism, is better than it

ever

was,

and that the United States is the

leading
exponent of the improved conditions of
society.
The Hon. Bourke Cockran stands to¬

day the type of the Catholic citizen of the
United States. He is a living refutation
of the old, worn-out charge that a good
Catholic cannot be a good American. In
his long years of public life he has served
zealously his Church and his country, he
has attained to high eminence in states¬
manship and the law, and at the same
time he has always been, and is today, a
ready and strong champion of Catholic
faith.

He is

a

model for American Cath¬

amateur athletics in

the

some

imitate, and the more men of his
stamp there are in this country the better
it will be both for the Church and the

off

State.

made up

We

presume

*

that everybody who is

ney is, and we are equally sure that
everybody who is anybody has read Mr.
Whitney’s latest ebullition on pure sport,
or, more properly, die lack of it, in the
American college.
Mr. Caspar Whit¬
ney has now gone some distance in the
right direction. He got a pretty good
start last fall, when lie left off his ar¬
raignment of the smaller colleges to de¬
vote

a

the

few columns of denunciation to

of the

big colleges, on account of
brutality displayed in their football

some

games.
Mr. Whitney did not approve
of brutality, even though a Harvard man

should be guilty of it.
And now Mr.
Whitney is still on the path that he took
last fall.

He thinks that the

whole svstem

to a

the dreadful
the

recesses

anybody knows who Mr. Caspar Whit¬

of

how much money
few unfortunates he

cases

and

*

colleges is rotten

core.

olics to

*

our

Yes; Mr. Whitney really
says that, and he is not talking about
any little fresh-water college in the wilds
of West Virginia, but he is talking about
those great institutions of learning which
we smaller fry usually refer to with awe
as the “big colleges.”
He points out men
on the big teams who are not eligible tc
play, but who are playing, and he wants
to know by what right they are play¬
ing", and why they are not removed. H(
gives a mournful list of names of college
men who played ball during
the summer,
and he tells where they played, and in
to

All

they got,
metes out

punishment of taking them
-

American

team

which he

last spring in the most secre!
of his editorial sanctum. An

Mr.

Whitney does not find it in himseli
of that well-established cus¬
tom of procuring athletes for the col
leges (yes, the “Big Four” included)
wherein the agents of the various univer¬
sities go out to the prep, schools on :
tour of inspection, size up the athletes,
to

approve

and then endeavor to outbid
for the services of these

one

another

youngsters,much
according to Mr. Whitney, as
we would go to a race track to size uj
and buy a horse.
In all of which (if we may be permit¬
ted to express our approval of so dis
tinguished a man as Mr. Caspar Whit¬
ney) the strenuous editor of Outing is
correct.
Amateur athletics, as applied to
college athletics in this country, is, in our
opinion, a misnomer. The college world
is filled with men who are earning an edthe

same,

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
ucation and

something more very fre¬
quently through their skill in athletics.
Athletics is their profession, and they are
at college solely for the reason that the
college is the ideal place in which to
exhibit their prowess.
But these are things

which are prob¬
ably too well-known to the unbiased ob¬
server of college sports to be reiterated.
The important thing is that Mr. Caspar
Whitney, of whose influence we are
aware, is at last beginning to get at the
root of the trouble.

He

sees

at last that

he

accomplishes nothing by forever carp¬
ing at the sins of the smaller colleges.
They are but imitating their older, weal¬
thier, more experienced and more re¬
nowned sister institutions.

And

so

Mr.

Caspar Whitney has opened his eyes to
the fact that the “Big Four” are not
models of all that is pure and good in
athletics, and that when they shall be
cleansed the smaller colleges will fall in
line, and then, and then only, college ath¬
letics will be amateur in fact
in

as

well

as

name.

The

Journal fervently prays that Mr.
Whitney will prove himself a Hercules
equal to the task of cleaning out these
Augean stables.
*

*

*

The

Journal, while primarily a lit¬
publication, is also the official news
organ of the University, and as such
takes a more than passing interest in
erary

most

here.

of the various activities of

our

life

Several pages of the Journal are
given each month to Georgetown ath¬
letics, and for that reason, if for no other,
we deem it not
improper to comment
briefly on the football season just past.

JOURNAL.
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The season,

while in respect of vic¬
gained one of the most successful
and creditable in our history on the grid¬
iron, was in another respect rather dis¬
couraging. Too much praise cannot be
given the men on the squad who trained
hard and played consistently and well
until the last minute of the Lehigh game,
tories

nor

is the excellent work of the coaches

to be

overlooked; but the absence of

substantial support

any

from the student-body
was a conspicuous and regrettable feat¬
ure of the entire season.
The cheering
was poor at all times, due perhaps to the
facts that the students were not together
and that there were no officially appoint¬
ed leaders; and altogether the college
spirit of which we boast, and which we
know to be among us, has not manifested
itself this fall in a way to add to the
prestige of Georgetown.
Those of us who saw the 17-16 Vir¬
ginia game of 1901 remember the way
Georgetown men cheered on that day.
They were all bunched on the west stand,
and under the leadership of Charlie Mo¬
ran, of baseball fame, they made the air
ring with yells from the beginning of
that famous and never-to-be-forgotten
second half until the last and winning
touchdown was gained. And nobody be¬
lieves that that game would have been
won if the voices of the student-body had
not given courage and strength to the
players.
No doubt, recollections of the Virginia
game,
mingled with regrets, passed
through the minds of many Georgetown
men
as
they watched the team battle
vainly against Lehigh on Thanksgiving
Day. With scarcely any cheering at all,
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only a few weak “Hoyas” now and then
given by some small groups of fellows
scattered about the stands, the team play
ed bravely on to the end, never once
weakening in the face of big odds. What
might not have occurred if the studentbody of Georgetown had been gathered
together in a compact mass and cheered
themselves hoarse for a victory?
Well,
we might have won.
We were opposed
to a better team, but better teams have
been beaten by Georgetown before, and
it would not have been impossible to do
it again.
And while we are on the subject, we
should like to say a word, a perfectly
friendly word, about the students of the
Law

and

Medical

Schools.

The

men

from these departments have done a
good work this fall, for their support of
the team, as far as “rooting” goes, has
undoubtedly outstripped the support of
that kind given by the men here in col¬
lege. But we desire to discourage the
practice begun this year of introducing
new
yells at the games. If anybody in
the University is not satisfied with the
Georgetown yells, let him go to the Ath¬
letic Association and endeavor to effect
the

adoption of new ones. But, however
inspiring the “sky rocket’’
may be, we should much prefer George¬
musical and

town men to

learn it

it has been made
fore thev

use

;

now

it.
7
*

and wait until

Leorgetown yell be¬
*

*
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It is rarely that the Ex-man has any¬
thing to say about that most, excellent of
institutions, the college weekly. Most
Ex-men seem to think that the weekly is
beneath their notice. We are glad that
we are not of that VI.
We are glad
to be able to say with truth that we ap¬
prove of the college weekly under any
and all circumstances.
What is college
life without a weekly ? It is not for such
to answer.
None the less, if we
be permitted to say a word, we opine
that college life without a weekly would
sink into the slough of despond, would
become a by-word and a jest, a mere
empty nothing in the dull routine of our
as

we

may

mortal existence.

For the

enlightenment of the unedu¬
that a college weekly,
generally speaking, is a four- or eightpage sheet, containing two or four pages
about the last football game and the next
one, an editorial on “College Spirit; or
Why We Didn't Win the Game,” a col¬
umn of local notices giving an
accurate
account of the doings of the students’

cated

we

would say

sisters, a half-column devoted to the co¬
eds, and four lines containing an account
of what’s

doing in the Philoshuteoffyourmoughth Waiting Society. The last
is generally the most interesting to the

uninitiated. The

weekly does a lot of good.
spirit of love and devotion,
and other things, to alma mater among
the students, it tells how to run the foot¬
ball team, and it furnishes subjects for
scathing editorials by the half - starved
editor of the monthly.
Altogether the
weekly, as we before hinted, is a great
institution, and an indispensable feature
of college life, except in those colleges
where they don’t have them.
Some weeklies, of course, are different
from others. There is the Old Penn, for
instance, which is printed on good paper,
is dignified, and devotes two or three
pages to the University debaters, and a
half-column to the football team.
(We
have a sneaking suspicion that Old Penn
is not well supported.)
Then there is
the Notre Dame Scholastic, which has a
distinctive literary value among college
publications. Also there is the Athenae¬
um
from the University of Virginia,
which blossomed forth as a yellow sheet
last week, with a most tasteful, refined
and artistic cartoon, picturing the car¬
nage in West Virginia’s recent football
game with Washington and Jefferson,
during which strenuous contest the rival¬
ry was always keen but friendly, the only
untoward incidents being a swift but
It fosters

,

a
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well-intended uppercut sent by the W. &
J. captain to the lower jaw of the W. Va.
captain, and the throwing of bricks and
tin cans by the intensely enthusiastic
spectators, all of which were received in
the same sportsmanlike spirit in which
they were sent, and duly depicted by the

skilled brush of the Athenaeum's artist.

Likewise, there

are

other weeklies.

*

*

*

But

why waste all this space on the
weekly, which, while no doubt quite the
thing in its own proper sphere, is a mere
frivolous exudation when compared with
the staid and serious monthly. There is
the Adelbert, in its cover of brilliant red,
its editor informing us that if this is not
a good Adelbert he’d like to know the
reason why.
We regret that we are un¬
able to tell whether it is a good Adelbert,
for

we

do not know what the Adelbert

standard

is, and

don’t know the

we

however, that

the

fact

that

why.

We should
might be

one reason
the editor has

included

among his editorials a clipping from a
well-known fashion periodical, informing
of the latest thing in flounces, discuss¬
ing the propriety of open-work embroid¬
ery, and giving us good reason to believe
that sloping shoulders are going to be a
us

distinctive feature of the
of which may

be

new

modes. All

but exactly what it
editorial policy of the

so,

has to do with the

Adelbert does not appear..
*

*

The harassed editor

*

of the Transyl¬
apologizes for the tardiness of the
issue, and promises to have his paper out
hereafter “promptly about the middle of
each month.” We should say that that
vanian

feel
est

a diplomat, and we
that he will not have the slight¬

ought to be

sure

difficulty in living
;|<

The

up to

his promise.

*

October number of the Nassau

Lit. is up to

the usual standard of that
publication. “Talbot, the
Irresponsible,” is a story of a consid¬
erably higher grade than is usually found
in the college magazine. It contains an
excellent bit of character drawing, and
does not lose in interest by reason of its
unusual length.
The plot is well con¬
ceived, the dialogue bright, and the de¬
scriptive work particularly good. The
editorials are, as usual, models of good
English, and in two poems, “The Moon’’
and “Autumn,” the writers have risen
above the triteness of their subjects by
the strength and terseness of their ex¬
pressions.
most excellent

rj.

regret also that we

reason

say,

editor

k

•<

The issue of the Harvard

Monthly be¬
in literary tone any
other exchange we have yet received.
The Monthly is by no means a frivo¬
lous publication, but none the less it is
intensely interesting from cover to cover.
Its opening pages are taken up with a
series of strikingly fine sonnets, all of
them remarkable for rhythmical lines,
felicity of expression, and polish of ex¬
ecution.
The essays on “The Poetry of
fore

us

Mr.

Watson”

Kipling,”

surpasses

and

“The Versatile Mr.

both well worth reading.
That on
Kipling is particularly en¬
tertaining and thoughtful,differing some¬
what from the ordinary treatment of this
are
Mr.

much-discussed author. The writer goes

through the whole range of Mr. Kip¬
ling’s works, shows that he has done
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When

fields of literature which

the poor

something exceedingly well in
of the

numerous

he has

and

we

well his contention that

tear

as

entered, and altogether sustains
Kipling must be
judged by all the products of his pen,
and that if he is so judged his greatness,
or
something near to it, must be ad¬
mitted.

The story,

could

One of the best

half

*

*

*

specimen of what the Ex¬
up against sometimes in
the way of poetry. He absolutely refuses
to divulge the name of the magazine in
which it appeared.
man

has to

run

THE OLD COLLEGE BELL.

Farewell, old bell, farewell,
’T is hard to see thee die;
Thou wast so grand —
The best in all the land

;

Farewell, old bell, farewell.
Your chimes have been

so

Cheering the student

the

We knew

no

on

gay.
way;

care,

Nothing but joy
Old bell, turn not

was

there;

away.

Youthful hearts cannot feel

—

Thou, old bell, didst to us reveal
What life should be,
All life’s mysteries.
Good-by, old bell, good-by.

could almost

see

we

used to hear in

our

col¬

in the land, even if it wasn’t the
And as for mysteries—shucks ! you

best

melodramatic and somewhat overdrawn.

a

we

lege days, and we are willing to bet that
our bell was just as grand and gay as
that bell, and that it was pretty near the
best.

Here is

read that

old bell dying,and turning away,
shed many a large and pearly
we bethought ourselves of the

old bell that

“Fate’s Step-Children,” is
strong and well-written, but is in places
things in the Month¬
ly is an amusing bit of satire in
dialogue form on the elective sys¬
tem at Harvard.
Besides being amus¬
ing it is instructive, and points out more
forcibly than a ten-page essay the evils
of that pernicious educational system
which has found such widespread favor
with the young men of the country.

we
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bell for
mysterious
things in philosophy and physics would
become as clear as daylight.
But our
bell
it

go out

an

was

and listen to
and

hour

our

the

all

different from that bell because

died, and

never thought of turn¬
ing away; and that’s why we think it was
better, though we don’t suppose a fellow
could get as much inspiration out of a
bell that just stays up in the tower and
does its duty as out of a bell that can
die and turn away.
After all, there are
bells and bells, just as there are poets
never

and poets.
>}c

Our old and esteemed

friend, the St.
Joseph Collegian, is with us once again,
and presents us with its usual original
comments on writers of the day. Among
the subjects treated is one called “Prospero,” the name of a character in a play
called “The Tempest,” written by a man
called Shakespeare.
We think we have
heard of Shakespeare before, but only in
a vague sort of way, and we are more
than delighted that the young writers
of St. Joseph’s are so thoroughly up-todate in their choice of subjects.
They
deserve the
easy

matter

credit because it is

more

to

discuss

Shakespeare, who,

an

no

author like
has not

we are sure,
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been the

sand,

subject of

five

more

hundred

than eight thou¬

and

one

essays,

exclusive of

college productions. Almost
as entertaining and valuable is the essay
in the Collegian on “Perseverance,’’which
tells us that perseverance is a great thing
and that we ought to persevere unde: all
circumstances.
vice

We took the writer’s ad¬

and persevered to

the end of his
which shows that lie has not ad¬
vised altogether in vain.
The Collegian
stands sadly in need of a few twentiethcentury ideas.
essay,

*

The best

#

*

thing in the Buff and Blue

for November is

a

well-told little story,

“The Baron and the

Butterfly.”

None

of the other contributions rises above the

dead level of

mediocrity. The writer of
Diary of a Duck” has at¬
tempted to be funny and succeeded in
being vulgar. “Iowa in September” we
take to be a descriptive article.
All it
needs to perfect it is a few more chaste
metaphors like the one about the “fellow
who has had the misfortune merely to
“From the

dabble his

toes

in the fountains of knowl¬

edge,” which, we would assure the read¬
has not the slightest connection with
“Iowa in September.”
The Buff and
Blues exchange column is one of the
best features of the magazine, as its local

er,

column is

one

The William and

*

little

“The Last Dance” is

story without excuse for being, and “In
the Vale of Shenandoah” is but little
a

better.

Both have the usual

deadly

pro¬

portion of gushing sentimentality. “The
Castle Light” is commonplace, but not
badly told. Perhaps the best thing in
the magazine is a fairly clever parody,
“Omar for the

Football

Men.”

The

Southern

magazines appear to have
caught the race-question fever, and so
it is we find in the W. & M. Lit. a spreadeagle, jingoistic essay, “The Negro and
the Nation.”

tains

No doubt this effort

con¬

deal of fine

writing, and no doubt
altogether lacking in thought,
but it does not solve the question to call
people who don’t agree with you fanatics,
and to go on with a lot of very true, but
none the less useless, stuff about South¬
ern
chivalry and perfect manhood and
pure womanhood and all that.
We be¬
lieve as strongly as anyone in the great¬
ness of the Southern character, but we
claim that to go into rapturous ecstasies
about it has no place in an essay which
purports to treat of the negro and the
it

a

is not

nation.
and

“The
been

With the omission of that part

the strong

language and bombast,
Negro and the Nation” would have
a very creditable essay.
*

*

*

*

The

Mary Literary Mag¬

azine, while attractive in form

as

usual,

long on quantity and a little
short on quality.
We have no fault to
find with the editor, who, it will readily
appear, has been making all efforts to
improve his magazine, but the calibre of
a

what it should be.

of its worst.
*

is

of the contributions is far below

some

Dartmouth Magazine, always
bright and readable, contains this month
a number
of entertaining short stories.
The best of these is “The Turn of the

Tide.”

We would recommend the read¬

ing of this story to all
desire

“she

to

our

friends who

write what “he said” and what

said,”

The

dialogue is handled
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with considerable skill and the situation
is

decidedly amusing.

contributions in

usual,

but, as
college poetry.

verse

are
*

The magazine’s
&re not numerous,

in the first rank of
*

*

Other excellent

exchanges received are
Morningside, a cheery
from Columbia University,
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and the Smith

College Monthly, to both
a hearty welcome;
and also the University of Virginia Mag¬
azine, the Brunonian, in a new and at¬
tractive cover, and a splendid edition of
the Red and Blue.
We hope to review
of which

we

extend

these in detail next month.

two newcomers,

little visitor

We recommend for the
who

perusal of all

Hall Stoner Lusk,

haustive references to the

’04.

writings of the

in any degree interested in the
Church and its progress the first “En¬

Fathers of the Church, of the fact that
the Catholic Church, and in particular

cyclical of Our Holy Father, Pius
which has been published in pamphlet

the

are

form in the Catholic Mind series.

Out¬

side of its

religious value, the letter gives
interesting insight into the feelings
with which the newly - crowned Pope
entered upon the arduous responsibilities
an

of the Pontificate.
A later

*

pamphlet of the

same

Socialism in this

the reader for his

attention.
“In

at hand contains three essays :

“Encyclical Letter of Our Holy Father.”
The Messenger.
New York: Price, 5 cents.
t“The End Justifies the Means.” The Mes¬
senger. New York: Price, 5 cents.

on

repay

A series of artices

magazine would

seriesf
“The
End Justifies the Means,” “The Immoral
Teachings of the Jesuits,” “An Offer
from a Right Reverend Bishop.” These
are recapitulations, accompanied by ex¬

now

Jesuit Order, teach that the end does
justify the means. They are cer¬
tainly irrefutable.
In The Dolphin, “Our Bible Class"
still offers us the pill of Bible study
whited over with the sugar of fiction.
not

in

the

Shadow of the Matterhorn,”

The

Messenger of last month is
interesting and readable account of
buried trip through the Alps.
It omits

an
a

the

details

that

can

be

obtained

from

guide books, and manages to give one
a broad
and comprehensive picture in¬
stead of a mass of heterogeneous details.
Mrs.

Mary T. Waggaman’s “Carroll
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Dare”| is
of

the

historical novel of the time

a

Revolution.

French

If

this

is

thoroughly understood we are sure the
reader will join us in our start of sur¬
prise when we mention the fact that
there is positively no prison scene, with
the aristocrats going nonchalantly to the
guillotine.
We do not know if Mrs.
Waggaman would be offended if we
were to say that her style reminds us of
Molly Elliot Sewall.
"Christian

Apologetics: A Defence of the
Catholic Faith.”
By the Rev. W. Devivier,
S. J.
Edited by the Right Reverend Sebas¬
tian Gebhard Mesmer, D. D.

In this volume of
pages,

six hundred

some

published by Bengizer Brothers,

Catholic readers will find

a

solid

for the faith that is in them and

reason
a

clear

refutation of the

objections that can be
raised against the truth of their religion.
This manual, enhanced by the editor's
references to Catholic English literature,
is

a

veritable mine of information.

The

mastery of it is an education in itself.
It should be the “Vade mecuni" of Cath¬
olic

college

selves into
Faith.

who are moulding them¬
enlightened defenders of the

men

The

sub

title

-

The work is in fact

is

no

misnomer

lucid, orderly, com¬
plete, up-to-date defence of the Catholic
Faith.

It

is

no

a

small

contribtuion

Parson’s

tomes

that

range

Indeed,
surprised were compe¬
tent critics to pronounce this latest hand¬
book of religion the best of its kind.
That the original is fully appreciated
in France may be gathered from the fact
that in a dozen and a half years it has
passed through a dozen editions. This
plea for the Catholic faith is in a way
above criticism.
Commendations galore
we

are

from

“Christian Directory” to GibMrs.

crowded into the editor’s admirable

America.

How well the work of trans¬

lating has been done we have not at
means of deciding.
Doubtless
Miss Ella MacMahon has been equal to
herself as a clever and experienced trans¬
lator.
The chapters we have scanned
read as if writ originally in English. And
hand the

then

the

of Mesmer honors this

name

production. The wisdom, learning and
gift of tongues of such an editor are so
many guarantees that the volume before
us
is timely, useful, and not at all the
worse for being done into English.

a

Note.—We take this opportunity to correct
misstatement made in the last issue of the

Father Von Hammerstein’s “Edgar”
by the pupils of the Vis¬
itation Academy, but by a member of the
Faculty.
We did not intend to compliment
the young ladies unduly, but misunderstood

Journal.
was

the

t “Carroll Dare.”
Benziger Brothers.

would not be

preface. Great churchmen and learned
theologians have been lavish in their
praise of Devivier’s “Apologetics.” The
sanction and approval of Cardinal Mazzella alone is quite sufficient to win fa¬
vor
for this work among scholars in

to

Catholic literature, and should be found
in our libraries with the expository and
controversial

bon’s “Faith of Our Fathers.”

not

translated

sense

of the

sentence.

M. P. Waggaman.

F. P. Sullivan,

’04.
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LAW

After the first ballot Mr.

S C H O O L.

If old

blame it all
events,
ams.

we

on

can

a

withdrew.

man

phy went ahead, with Mildrick a close
second and Johnson last, with twelve
solid supporters. Johnson, without with¬
drawing, then threw such votes as he
controlled to Mildrick, and after two

Ames’
prepare

Cases.

At all

for these

ex¬

without worrying over the weighty
of

class

politics, for elections
and everything has settled into
regular routine.
On the evening of November 23 the

matters
are

over,

class met to elect its officers.

For the

presidency four candidates were nomi¬
nated—Messrs. Mildrick, Murphy, John¬
son

and Hefferman.

On the next two ballots, Mur¬

was

right when
diligent in
his work, he shall stand before kings,”
then the majority of the seniors will
spend their Christmas holidays admiring
the purple and fine raiment of royalty, for
since the early part of the month, when
the examination dates were posted on
the bulletin board, everybody has been
hard at it. Some call it “boning up,” and
King; Solomon

said, “Seest thou

Hefferman, for
polled six votes,

whom there had been

FIRST YEAR NOTES.
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The first several

ballots had pretty much the same result,
Mildrick and Murphy well in the lead.

ballots had been taken Mr. Mildrick

more

declared elected,

having thirty-two
against twenty-eight for Mr. Mur¬
phy and two for Mr. Johnson. Upon
motion of Mr. Murphy, duly seconded,

was

votes,

the vote
drick

was

was

made unanimous.

escorted

thanked the class in
words.

to
a

the

Mr. Mil¬

chair.

He

few well-chosen

Mr.

Whiteley, the retiring presi¬
dent, then addressed the class for several
minutes, after which the election was
proceeded with. It being the sense of
the class, the secretary was instructed
to cast one

ond

bailot for Mr. Lacson for

sec¬

vice-president, and Mr. Julien for
secretary. This was done, and these gen¬
tlemen were then declared unanimously'
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elected.

For

Ryan

elected

first

by Mr. Mildrick consists of Mr. Bandel,
chairman, and Messrs. Stack, Murphy,

vice-president, Mr.
Mr. Drown. Mr.
Pitts was elected treasurer, over Mr. Mc¬
Manus, and on motion of Mr. McManus
was

this vote

was

over

made unanimous.

For

Cole and Williams.
>Jc

wish¬
ing to arrive home at Christmas about
the time Mr. Turkey was ready to per¬
form his little luscious turn upon the
kitchen table, decided to request the lec¬
turer, Mr. Hamilton, also the secretary,

close second.

a

The law school has been fortunate in¬
deed in

Yeatman, to call the examination in
wills off until after the Christmas holi¬

securing for its dean Judge Claybaugh, than whom no one works harder

Mr.

for

days.

the

school.

continued
It

advancement of

the

his

This conclusion

suggestion that an
extra meeting of the class was called in
the latter part of November, at which
the president was authorized to appoint
a press committee, whose aim it shall be
to keep the happenings of the school, and
all items of interest occurring there, be¬
fore the people through the local papers,
as much as it is possible to do this.
This
committee is composed of Mr. J. F. Hefferman, chairman; Mr. F. S. Maguire,
and the writer.
The tentative proposi¬
tion made by the faculty to the students,
looking to changing the hours of lecture
to 5.30 r. m., was considered by the class,
was

but inasmuch
eral

good

as

at

it would necessitate

sev¬

of the class dropping the
course, it was decided that a change was
not desirable.
Judge Claybaugh has suc¬
ceeded in securing two new lecturers,
Judges Wright and Pritchard, of the lo¬
cal Supreme Court.
Subjects have not
yet been assigned them, and when their
lectures
been

men

are

to

commence

has

not

>}s

The members of the class, not

ser¬

geant-at-arms four candidates Avere nom¬
inated, two withdrew, and Mr. Tepper
was then elected, Mr. Etchison running
him

JOURNAL.

was

reached at the spe¬

cial

meeting of the class on December
and a committee was appointed to wait
upon the lecturer and secretary and noti¬
fy them thereof. This committee con¬
sisted of P. V. Dowling, chairman; H.
J. Sweeney, H. F. Mitchell. These gen¬
tlemen called upon the above-named
members of the faculty, and in a spell¬
binding oration the chairman, aided by
his assistants, easily convinced them
there is no place like home at Christmas
4,

and the

i

sooner

we

get there the more

pleasure will be obtained. Consequently
the faculty generously consented to have
the exam, in wills take place on the 8th
of January, instead of the 21st of De¬
cember.

The

president appointed a committee
for the class photograph. This
committee is composed of H. I. Quinn,
chairman; Charles J. Gates, W. M. Ful¬
ler.
Shipley, ’04.
to arrange

yet

determined.

Judge Wright for¬
merly lectured in the Cincinnati Law
School, and both will be valuable addi¬
tions to the Law School faculty.
The Executive Committee appointed

SECOND YEAR NOTES.

Your

correspondent at the front is at
report that the 1905 class
elections having been decided the wheels
of progress are once more revolving just
last able to
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nothing had occurred. The success¬
Mr. Sullivan, whose
name is quite familiar to all Georgetonians. We beg leave to congratulate the
gentleman and to wish him, as the great¬

ence

est measure of success, as prosperous a

training after a very successful season,
during which not a single defeat marred
its record.
A banquet will be tendered
Captain Abbatichio at Justh’s Old Stand
ioth inst.
on the
The game arranged
with the class of 1904 of the academic de¬
partment was cancelled, as the senior’s
team was ill with the mumps.
It has
since recovered, and we understand that
they would like to arrange games with
teams not averaging over 25 pounds.
Law School first-year men please take

as

ful candidate is

career

in the class White House

as

that

of the

retiring incumbent, Mr. Ogden.
scene at the polls was a memor¬
able one, and a very good description
of it will be found in the Washington
Post. We only wish to state that after
several hours of fruitless balloting it sud¬
denly occurred to one of the candidates
that, as all three nominees had about the
same number of votes, and as a majority
was necessary to
a choice, it might pos¬
sibly expedite and facilitate matters if
one of the competitors dropped out of
the race. Acting on this inspiration, Mr.
Quigley withdrew his name, and the elec¬
The

tion of Mr. Sullivan followed.

Thus did

the

eagle-bird of victory roost high upon
the bannerets of Fusion, and Seth Low
was
avenged. Mr. Ogden surrendered
the battle-scarred gavel to Mr. Sullivan,
made a very neat speech, and stepped
down and out.
this is

His last words

liberty, gimme death!”

were:

“If

As Mr.

Sullivan ascended the rostrum and took
the chair he
it

fine

was

heard to remark that

Mr. Curran took his
defeat quite cheerfuly, and when seen by
a Journal reporter said in part: “This
is not for publication.
I have no expla¬
nation to offer. I have no plans for the
future, except to retire from under the
calcium of public life forever.
Repubics are ungrateful critters ; farewell.”
Personally, and speaking from experi¬
was a

day.

of
he

we

cordially endorse the sentiment

very prominent Also Ran, who said
“would rather write than be Presi¬

a

dent.”
The

class

football

Members of

notice.

team

our

has

broken

class team

are

hereby officially notified that there will
be

more

no

practice in the parlor here¬

after.
In

notes

our

of last month

we

omitted,

through an oversight, to express
gratification at the unprecedented
of

cess

Inter

our

class

crew

which

won

our
suc¬

the

class

Regatta on the Potomac in
splendid style from a large field. The
crew was green for the most part, and
-

of them had

some

never

seen

water be¬

fore.
As

we

go

to press it behooves us to

state that exams, are once more upon us

their

w'ith all

pectation.
men

are

mysterious charm of ex¬
Little groups of anxious-eyed

to be seen on street corners

dis¬

cussing with bated breath the probabili¬
ties of Mr. Baker’s real property exam.
We may remark in passing that said Mr.
Baker

tion

possesses

as a

purveyor

unenviable reputa¬
of prize problems that

an
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extends

throughout

length and
absque

the

The debate with Columbian is

breadth of this noble “land of the

assured.

hoc.”

our

How

wish

The question was

now

well

selected by

debaters and submitted to Columbian

for their choice of sides.

This selection

might aspire to the
penning of an artistically ornate and
beautifully carved column of notes such
as springs from the fertile cerebellum of
our friend the medicine man just below
us!
Pipes he not a toothsome lay upon
his fountain pipette?
Ah, there, Bro.

ing of American merchant marine is ex¬
pedient.” The preliminaries for the de¬

Gannon.

bate will be held when the Christmas

we

we

L. C.

Reid, ’05.

be

must

DEBATING SOCIETY NOTES.

Debating Society has
been very successfully carried on so far
this year by its popular and efficient pres¬
ident, Mr. Fergerson. He has proven his
worth to the society by his fair and im¬
partial rulings to each member, and his
manner of conducting the meetings has
commended itself to every man in the so¬
ciety. We hope the affairs in the future
will be conducted as well as they have
been in the past, and we are assured by
the able president that they will be, and
his assurance is our faith. The first pub¬

That the

holidays

debate, as the con¬
reputations for public
speaking. The question to be debated is,
“Resolved, That the Territory of New
have

our

names

chairman of

evidence that the interest in

an

this debate is very

much alive.

If hard

work, solidity of fraternal feeling, and
compactness of the treatise are pursued
by the debaters this year as last there is
no

need

bate

fear for the result.

to

be

This de¬

again, and we have
confidence in our members to win

must

every

won

it.
The

challenge for a debate with Co¬
University, New York, had to
be reluctantly rejected, for the reason
that it specified January 22, or earlier,
lumbian

as

testants

About thirty

intercollegiate debates, Mr. McManus,
which is

be held.

terest is taken in this

are over.

been handed to

the second week of

Much in¬

we

United States Government for the build¬

lic debate will be held in Gaston Hall

January.

days. The
selected was, “Resolved,
payment of subsidies by the

question

have
The work of the

made within ten

the date

manage
22

on

wffiich the debate

was

to

We trust that Columbia will

to find a date later than January
us an opportuity to debate

and allow

with them.
been

received also from

gerson

Challenges for debates have
University of
Nebraska, Boston University, and Holy
Cross College. The last we have turned
over to the
Philodemic Society at the
college. Holy Cross has no Law School
debating society, and therefore does not

mittee to arrange

come

within

Mexico be admitted

Union.”

Messrs.

land

for the

are

as

a

State in the

Carpenter and McClel¬
negative, and Drill and

Deveraux for the affirmative.

Mr. Fer¬

has appointed the following com¬
for the debate: A. I.
Rorke, chairman; V. Bremner, V. J.
Kratz.

A very

our

scope.

important and opportune addi¬
tion has been made to our officers, name-
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ly, a censor. Nothing in a debating so¬
ciety is more desired than the officious
personage of a censor. Here’s hoping the
members will profit by him.
The first
censor to be appointed by the acting pres¬
ident, Mr. Brickley, was Mr. Rorke. Mr.
Rorke served in that capacity on Sat¬
urday, December 5. His criticisms were
well received by the members present,
and those who were subjects of his cen¬
sorship took it in good part. His keep¬
ing tab on the number of times each
member addressed the chair was a good
move, and we sincerely trust that those
members who

addicted to the habit

are

of

rising twenty-one and thirty-one times
addressing the chair, interrupting
the speakers, and in general making
themselves a menace to the society, in¬
stead of useful members, will take his
advice and give some of the other mem¬
bers a chance to say something.
The
debating society is a society organized
to develop and bring out public speakers
as well as to enlighten each member in
particular on subjects pertaining to de¬
bates. This can be accomplished only
by allowing every member an equal
and

chance to address the chair.
not

been done.

This has

Some of the members

have abused the

157

be debated has reference to the Pan¬

to

Bill.

ama

Each member of the

society

will be allowed five minutes in which to
on the subject.
second public debate

give his views
for

the

elected

Speakers
will be

January 12.
Patricius.

MEDICAL NOTES.
The entire Medical
in

one

School assembled

of the lower lecture halls

on

the

6th inst. in order to re-elect officers for
the year.

Mr. Ashford, of the Fourth
Class, presided. The elections were
close and exciting, a second ballot being
necessary in several instances. The can¬
didates for pesident were Mr. Ashford
and Mr. O’Hara, both of the senior class.
Mr. O’Hara was elected. The vice-presi¬
Year

dent

was

also selected from the senior

class, Mr. Short being chosen for that
office.
Mr. Casey, of the Third Year,
was elected secretary, and Mr. Cotter, of
the Second Year, treasurer.
Sergeantat-arms was elected

from the First Year

Class, and the duties of that office fall
upon Mr. Kenny.
Owing to an oversight, our report in
last month’s issue

as

to

the results of

the election of class officers in the

va¬

rious classes

was

older members of the

In

this

and

may rectify mistakes
false impressions our
have conceived, we reprint

privilege, especially the
society. By doing
they discourage the members from

the First Year Class,

order that
correct

more or

less incorrect.

we

any

who should be
given a chance to show their debating
qualities. It is to be hoped that in the
future some ruling will be made by

readers may
in this issue the results of the elections.

which

no

the members of the Second Year Class.

more

than

On

member
once

January 16

can

on

address the chair

each motion.

informal debate will
be held in the main hall. The question
an

That
bacteriology
passed, and we hope
The

course

is rather

the attendance

was

ination itself very

examination has
passed by all

was

difficult, but since
good and the exam¬
fair, it will be sur-
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prising indeed if anyone is flunked.
Speaking of bacteriology, a rather
amusing incident connected with this
course happened during the first part of
the month—amusing at least from the
students’ point of view.
A healthy rab¬
bit

was

inoculated with the Klebs-Loef-

fler

bacteria, and the doctor in charge ex¬
plained that the animal would have
“shaken this mortal coil” by the next
day, and that it would then be possible
to study the action of the germ on the
The next day dawned, and the
blood.
rabbit

was

seen

to chew his lettuce con¬

tentedly, apparently more healthy than
on the day before.
The inoculation was
not to demonstrate immunity, so bunny
was

re-inoculated.

The

same

result

was

found upon the following day. After the
third inoculation the rabbit was found
dead in his cage.
There was no post¬
mortem to determine the cause of his

death, and the men are speculating as
whether bunny met his death as the
result of old age or indigestion.
Dissecting commenced shortly after the
first of the month, and as many of the
to

men

must

dissect

and

demonstrate

at

least four parts

this year it is unneces¬
sary to say that hard work prevails in
the dissecting-room.
Doctor Reisinger
quizzes his class daily upon what they
have dissected, and it is rumored that
these quizzes will take the place of the
much-dreaded demonstration.
We hope
that there is truth in this report.
Doctor Biscoe quizzes Doctor

Baker’s

anatomy classes each Saturday morning,
and the members, of the class

are

much

pleased with his work thus far. It is
evident that the doctor prepared his

quizzes, and the students derive much
benefit from them.
The Medical

School, accompanied by
Dentistry, at¬
tended the Carlisle-Georgetown football
game en masse upon the 7th inst. The
members of the different departments
the Schools of Law and

formed into line at the Medical School
and

paraded behind a band secured for
occasion, to 18th street, where several
special cars were ^waiting them.
Francis, our Gold Dust twin at the
Medical School, bore our standard. After
the game he was unfortunte enough to

the

flount

our

banner in the face of

one

of

the

Georgetown police. This policeman
was
evidently an Indian sympathizer, be¬
cause

before Francis had realized what

happening he had been escorted to
the station-hpuse and safely ensconced in
one of the cells.
When his identity had
been established and his record inquired
into (it was found he had not been ar¬
rested before) he was allowed to go.
was

Francis says the room in which he was
confined was a cell, but the windows
were

grate.

Between lectures the other

day some¬
of the Fourth
Year men—we are sorry; it would not
be polite for us to mention names—to
explain to him how sleep comes on. The
Fourth Year man, after the usual pre¬
liminary professional cough, said: “Sleep
begins in its first phase by a state of dis¬
traction, which causes states of absentmindedness, accompanied always by nu¬
merous and separate hallucinations close¬
ly connected with the length of the ab¬
sent-minded states.
Immediately after¬
ward. in a second phase, these states of
one

innocently asked

one
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distraction pass into a very delicate mo¬
tor disturbance due to the absence of

vice-president, Mr. Simpson; secretary
and treasurer, Mr. Carroll; sergeant-at-

parallelism in the axes of the eyes or
by the deviation of their conjugate move¬
ments. Finally in a third and final phase,
which indicates the very near approach
of actual sleep, the vaso-motor system
seems to conform to laws very different
from those that regulate its mechanism
during the waking hours.”
We do not presume to make any com¬
ment on this definition, but since the oc¬
currence we have taken the pains to ex¬
amine this man’s previous record.
We
find that Doctor Motter passed him in
physiology in June with an average of
seventy-six.

arms,

Christmas examinations will
upon us.

soon

be

We wish everybody the best of

luck when he takes them.
The

Kappa Psi fraternity entertained a
delegation from several of its chapters
on Thanksgiving Day.
A banquet was
tendered the visiting delegates on the
evening before, and they attended the
Lehigh-Georgetown game as the guests
of this chapter.
There are two candi¬
dates for membership to be selected dur¬
ing this month, and as the fraternity is
very particular about whom it selects for
membership everyone is anxious to know
the result of the selections.
The results of the class officer elec¬
tions for the year are as

follows: Fourth
year, president, Mr. Linehan; vice-presi¬
dent, Mr. Quigley; secretary, Mr. Kaveny; treasurer, Mr. McCormic.
Third Year
President, Mr. Reedy;
vice-president, Mr. Powers; secretary,
Mr. Johnson; treasurer, Mr. Esch; sergeant-at-arms, Mr. Oleson.
Second Year—President, Mr. Sweeny ;
—

Mr. Saks.
Year—President, Mr. Breckin¬

First

ridge

vice-president, Mr. Barry;

;

secre¬

tary, Mr. McGarrel; treasurer, Mr.

Ap-

perius.
J. A. Gannon, ’06.
DENTAL SCHOOL.

Dr.

“Jack” Kleberg, ’03, who is with
on East Capitol street, will
near future open an office for him¬
The location has not as yet been

Parker

Dr.

in the

self.

decided upon.

“Jack” McCarthy, ’05, who has been
ill with

a

severe

ed to his home

case

near

of measles, return¬

Haverhill, Mass.,

on

November 24.
On returning

from his honeymoon Dr.
pleasantly surprised by
the presentation of a handsome parlor
rocking chair from the Dental School.
Dr. Connors acted as spokesman, and
in a few words voiced the appreciation
Bowles

was

very

of the entire class.

The final examination in
for the
hours

were

We
dental
at

the

have

Juniors is
hear

a

bacteriology

great relief, as the

from 12.30 until 2.00 p. m.
from time to time of the

infirmary that is to be established
Georgetown Hospital, but as yet

seen

no

indication of

one.

The students look forward with great

pleasure to its opening and believe that
it will aid them considerably in their
practice.
The Seniors are a very busy class at
present, their time being taken up with
practical and specimen work.
Dr, Sullivan, ’03, has gone to Phila-
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delphia to take
of that city.

up

practice with

a

dentist

Dr. Sullivan has been D. D. S. at St.
Elizabeth since his

graduation.
L. Cassell,

’05.

COLLEGE NOTES.
The

approach of the Christmas holi¬
days finds the college enveloped in that
quietude which is usual at this time of
the year. Now that the football season—
one of the most successful in the history
of Georgetown — has come to a close,
athletics

are

practically at

a

standstill,

for the post-season games
class football series are not

in the inter¬
to be played;
it is too late in the year for rowing and
tennis, and indoor track athletics will not
begin in earnest until after the holidays.
Still, life about the college is by no means
dull, as there is always something of a
lighter nature to counteract the effects
of

more

serious work.

THE ANNUAL.

In former years it has been customary
for the Senior Class of the college to

publish the “Hodge-Podge,” or “An¬
The custom was inaugurated by
the Class of 1901, and was seconded by
the Class of 1902; for some reason no
publication was issued by the Class of
1903. The year’s Senior Class, the Class
of 1904, which has never failed to do
its share to perpetuate the customs of
the institution, decided early in the fall
to publish an “Annual” this year, which
however, instead of being conducted by
the Senior Class of the college alone will
be conducted by the united senior classes
of the college and the departments of
law, medicine and dentistry, thus making
it a University publication.
nual.”

The “ Annual” will be

directly in charge
editor-in-chief, assisted by a board
of editors chosen equally from the four
departments ; there will also be a business
manager, who will have four assistants,
one from each department.
The editorin-chief is Mr. Hall Stoner Lusk, ’04,
college, and the business manager, Mr.
John Wolfe, ’04, law. The editors from
the Senior Class of the college are
Messrs. Jozach Miller III., Frank P.
Sullivan, Charles C. Miller, Michael ].
Keleher, George R. Colliere and John
FI. O’Brien. Mr. J. Van Hal Beary, ’04,

of

an

is the assistant business manager repre¬

senting the college.
Realizing that the great fault with
former publications of this nature was
the late date at which they were issued,
the present management promises to have
the “Hodge-Podge” for 1904 ready for
distribution in the early part of the
spring, possibly by the Easter holidays.
The Journal wishes the “Annual” the
greatest success, and hopes that the stu¬
dent-body of the whole University will
give it the support it so richly deserves,
and without which this

success

cannot be

attained.

THE PHILODEMIC.

In the Philodemic
15,

Society, November
the subject for debate was: “Re¬

solved,

That

the

Constitution of the

United States should be amended

so

as

give suffrage to women.” Mr. Charles
C. Miller, ’04, D. C., acted as critic of

to

the

debate, which

was participated in by
George R. Colliere, ’04, D. C., of the
affirmative, the other affirmative speaker
being absent, and Messrs. Grima, ’04,
La., and Ellis, ’04, D. C. of the negative.

Mr.

The vote

on

the merits of the debaters,
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all of whom

were

very

interesting,

re¬

sulted in favor of Mr. Grima; the vote
on the merits of the question
gave the
debate to the negative.
The debate of November

22 was on

the

question, “Resolved, That the President
of the United States was justified in rec¬
ognizing the Republic of Panama.” The
second affirmative being absent, Mr.
Foy, ’04, Penna., first affirmative, was
the only speaker on his side of the ques¬
tion. The negative speakers were Messrs.
Lusk, ’04, D. C., and T. F. Desmond,
’05, Mass. The vote on the merits of the
debaters favored
vote

the

on

Mr.

Lusk, while the
question went to the negative.

On November
a

debate

on

29th the society heard
the question, “Resolved, That

the United States Government
consistent in

was

in¬

recognizing the Republic of

Panama,” which

was one

of the best de¬

bates of the present year. The question
was defended by Messrs. Dougherty, ’04,

N. D., and Jozach
who were opposed

Miller III., ’04, Tex.,
by Messrs. Wadden,
’04, S. D., and Keleher, ’04. Mass. Mr.
Grima, ’04, La., was critic. Mr. Kele¬
her was adjudged the best debater, his
side of the question also carrying of? the
honors. At this meeting the resignation
of Mr. John H. O’Brien. ’04, Mass., as
censor, was received and accepted; Mr.
Wadden

was

elected to fill the vacancy

thus caused.
At the

meeting of December 6 the reg¬
was dispensed with, on ac¬
of the election of two speakers for

ular debate
count

the next Merrick debate.

Messrs. Hall

’04, Tex., and Seth Shepard,
Jr., ’04, D. C. These four gentlemen
will arrange among themselves their re¬
spective positions on the debate, the sub¬
ject for which has not as yet been chosen.
The debate will take place on February
Miller III,

22,

1904.

At

a

meeting held Friday, November

27, by the Senior Class, a committee of
its members was directed to draw up the

following resolutions:
Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty
in His infinite wisdom to take to Him¬
self the father of our classmate, Stephen
W. H. Desmond; and

Whereas, We feel most keenly for
in this their hour

the bereaved family
of sorrow; be it

Resolved, That

we,

the members of

the Class of 1904 of Georgetown College,
desire hereby to extend an expression of
heartfelt sympathy for them in their af¬
fliction ; and be it further

Resolved, That these resolutions be
suitably engrossed and sent to the be¬
reaved family, and that a copy of the
same be printed in the Georgetown Col¬
lege Journal.
Jozach Miller, III.,
John J. Wadden,
Louis T. Cassidy,
Hall S. Lusk,
Committee.

The

Sodality has under way prepara¬
a
fitting celebration of the
Feast of the Immaculate Conception. The
ceremonies will take place in the evening
and will include the reception of new
tions

for

members and the renewal of the Act of

Consecration, followed by a sermon.

Stoner Lusk,

’04, D. C., and Don Carlos
Ellis, ’04, D. C., were elected to the two
places. The other two debaters, who
were elected last May are Messrs. J. Z.

The

League of the Sacred Heart, un¬
Raley, is do¬
ing good work this year. The daily
der the direction of Father
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Communion of

Reparation,

gun two years ago, is
this year.
The officers

a practice be¬
being continued
are: Lawrence

Hanretty, Jr., ’04, head promoter, and
Harry V. A. Carlin, ’04, secretary. The
promoters are selected from the several
M.

classes.

The
Clubs

give

combined

Glee

and

Mandolin

of
a

Georgetown are preparing to
concert on Wednesday evening,

Thursday afternoon, December 3, the
Class, together
with other students of the college, at¬
tended a lecture by the Hon. W. Bourke
Cockran, LL. D., in the Lafayette The¬
atre, Washington.
The subject was
“Christianity and Democracy.” That the
lecture was highly appreciated is evinced
by the fact that it was the all-absorbing
topic of conversation in Senior circles
for several days afterward.
members of the Senior

December 9.

They will be assisted by
hope to give a more
complete report of this concert in our
local

talent.

We

next issue.

On Wednesday evening, November 25,
Thanksgiving Eve, a very enjoyable
“Stag Party” was held in the college re¬
fectory. It was attended by most of the
students of the college. The evening was
spent in dancing, followed by some en¬
joyable novelties, and concluded with an
excellent lunch.
THE SOPHOMORE

On Wednesday night, the nth, the
sophomore crew reaped the fruits of
their victory in the class race.
Mr. N.
S. Hill, whose name has long since be¬
come
familiar about Georgetown, was
the host at a most delightful dinner in
the banquet hall of the Hotel Carrollton,
in Baltimore.
The party, composed of
Rev. Jerome Daugherty, S. J., the Rec¬
tor; Rec. C. N. Ralev, S. J., Mr. Claude
Zappone, Director of Aquatics, Mr.
Seth Shepard, manager of the ’var¬
sity ; Mr. Gelpi, assistant manager of
the ’varsity; Captain Bremner, Mr. Hanigan, manager sophomore crew; Mr.

College Choir was tendered its
banquet on Monday, November
23, in the college refectory. An excellent
menu was served.
After the guests had
done justice to the inner-man, Mr. Jozach Miller III., ’04, called for speeches
from Mr. Seth Shepard,’04, college, man¬
ager of the crew, and Mr. John A. Foote,
’06, Med., leader of the University Man¬
dolin Club.
Solos were rendered by
Messrs. Battle, Maguire and Gross.
Francis M. Foy, ’04.
The

annual

CREW

BANQUET.

Hayes, and the nine victorious crew
left Washington at 12 noon and
spent the afternoon in viewing the vari¬
ous points of interest in Baltimore.
At
six o’clock Mr. Hill, accompanied by
Dr. Mills, Mr. Mann, and Mr. Homer,
president of the First National Bank of
Baltimore, all alumni of Georgetown,
met the party at the hotel, and after
having been introduced to all, proceed¬
men,

ed with Father Rector into dinner. The

banquet-hall was brilliantly illuminated
and tastily decorated, while the menu
was

toast

elaborate and

excellent.

After

a

by Mr. Hill to the winning crew
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the

banquet

begun, and at 9.30,
was
announced, the I" '
party was still seated, wreathed in smiles!
of self-satisfied complacency.
Mr. Linahan, captain of the victorious \
crew, was the first speaker of the even¬
ing. His remarks were somewhat in the
nature of a speech of thanks to the host
of the evening, and under his leadership
the euphonious “Boom" of the sopho¬
mores rang through the building.
Mr.
Zappone, who acted as toastmaster, was
the next speaker.
He explained very
clearly the rowing situation at George¬
town; that there would undoubtedly be
a crew at Poughkeepsie in June next.
He spoke very wittily of his first inter¬
view with Mr. Hill, in which the banquet
was offered and
accepted.
hollowing
Mr. Zappone came Mr. Homer, who,
notwithstanding that “modesty was his
when train

was

-

chief characteristic,” talked very enter¬

tainingly for several minutes, and as¬
sured all the lovers of Georgetown pres¬
ent that he

the

We quote

time

was

to

be counted among

hearty well-wishers of the

Rev.
speaker,
and after thanking the generous host
he expressed his pleasure at being with
some “old
boys.” He emphasized the
fact that in his day at Georgetown the
attendance at a lecture by Wendell Phil¬
lips was the wildest sort of dissipation.
However, he expressed the opinion that
the modern liberality was not at all det¬
rimental to students.
After a speech
by Mr.Mann, in which loyalty to George¬
town was the predominant note, Father
Raley was called on. He responded in
one of the most interesting speeches of
the evening. He very lucidly divided
the evening.
Father Rector

was

the

crew.

next

the following from
RALEY’S

FATHER

“As this
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ADDRESS :

first fall

regatta has been
singular by the generosity of
host, I trust I may with impunityour

rendered
our

offer
the

a

few remarks

on

a

theme not in

ordinary.

“In

no

direction has greater pro¬

one

been made during the last few dec¬

gress

ades than in education.

New universities

have been founded, old ones have been

liberally endowed ; the wealthy have vied
in the promotion of the noble work.
To
instance this

ern

have but to recall the

we

donation of $1,000,000 to an east5

recent

university to found

a

school of jour¬

nalism ;but last year a western institution
received the same sum as a Christmas

offering; another eastern university re¬
ceived $2,000,000, the gift of co-religion¬
ists ; the Moseley commission now in our
midst is a testimony to European zeal in
the welfare of education, while we are
justly proud of American generosity
when we reflect that $125,000 has been
lately devoted to equip one laboratory in
a western seat of learning.
“In the arduous task of education to
which

the

Jesuit has devoted his life,

three elements claim

his care—the

ma¬

terial. the mental, the moral.

Of these
essetnial, supremely im¬
portant.
In them the Jesuit educator
finds his true field of operation.
The

the last two

first,

are

than

ever necessary, too
burden, claiming that
attention which should be more profitably
now

often

more

becomes

bestowed

a

the

higher elements. The
Jesuit institution relieves
the faculty of this burden; takes upon
himself the care of the material, and thus
on

benefactor of

in

a

real

sense

a

shares in the work of edu-
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cation, becomes in reality an educator,
enrolls himself among the benefactors of
the community.
The skilled physician
is justly lauded as a public benefactor, in
that he takes upon himself the alleviation
of frail humanity’s ills; in that he, as it
were, gives his life that the earthly span
of others may be lengthened. Estimated
by a like criterion, the patron of educa¬
tion

merits

the

same

title.

Is

it

not

owing to his generosity that the minds of
the young, formed, fashioned and mould¬
ed in truth, are freed from the germs of
falsehood which have consumed

even

the

mightiest intellects ? Is it not owing to
generosity that their hearts developed,
strengthened and fortified by Christian
principles, rejoice in the glow of a moral
life and secure an unending blissful life

his

in the hereafter?

‘‘One whose
our

profound thoughts merit

meditation has

said, ‘Of all divine

works the most divine is to co-operate
with God in the salvation of souls.’ When
all has been

said, this co-operation is the
ultimate goal of the true educator. That
the mind may know truth, that the heart
may love it, this is the great object of
genuine education; to awaken a delicate
perception of the harmony of God’s law,
to attune every fibre of the heart to this
melody. What a noble enterprise it is!
What a glory to participate in it!
“In this light, then, we must regard a
donation to educational purposes. Then
only we do it full justice, then only we
realize that it is a lasting source of mental
“Thus, though,to the unthinking mind,
the generosity of our host may seem to

culminate in the

pleasure of this evening,
reality an enduring aid, a lasting
participation in that great work, the edu¬
it is in

cation of

youth.”

Mr.

Zappone then called on Mr. Bremwho conveyed his thanks to Mr. Hill
not only for the incentive the banquet
proved in bringing out candidates for
class crews, but also in the development
of men for the ’varsity.
Mr. Shepard,
who added his managerial thanks, Mr.
Gelpi, Mr. Hanigan and Mr. Shriver
followed Mr. Bremner; then Mr. Hill
ner,

arose

had

and stated he
derived

was

certain that he

pleasure from the
evening than any of those around him.
It seemed, he said, as if his old college
days had come back to him,as it had been
his custom in the old days to invite the
two military companies and the Philodemic Society to dinner each year. He
thanked the

more

oarsmen

for the afteroon’s

pleasure the regatta had given him, in
continuance, as it were, of the many good
times he had enjoyed on the Potomac.
Then with good wishes to everyone, and
with hopes for Georgetown’s unquali¬
fied success, he closed his speech. It
may be added here that Mr. Hill was the
stroke of the crew in ’57.
The menu
follows:

Lynnhaven Bay Oysters, Sauterne,
Consomme, Celery, Almonds, Olives,
Pheasant with

Hominy, Lettuce, Mayon¬

naise, Roasted Oysters a la Maryland,
Neapolitan Ice, Pumpkin Pie, Cafe Noir,
Cigars, Bon Bons, Champagne.
Gerald Egan, ’06.
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The “Old

Boys Column” takes a spe¬
pleasure in recording the brilliant
career of Julius S. Walsh, one of George¬
town’s younger sons. The St. Louis PostDispatch says that after many unremit¬
ting days of labor, Mr. Walsh stands to¬
day, at the very early age of 27, presi¬
cial

dent of the Great Suburban
St.

Louis,

a

Railway of
corporation rated at $10,-

000,000.

Among the “Old Boys” who are figur¬
ing conspicuously in politics is James R.
Tracey, recently elected president of the
Democratic Citizens Union of Albany,
New York.

’oo, commonly known
“Jim,” and Kurtz Wimsatt, ’00, fa¬

vored

us

with

a

recent visit.

The

Journal extends her welcome to
Murray Russell, ’03, captain of last year’s
crew, and E. C. Dreaper, ’03, both of
whom came to see the Lehigh game and
spent two or three days at the college.
To all the “Old Boys” we wish a
merry Christmas and bright New Year.
We have just received a communica¬
tion from the Philadelphia correspond¬
ent.

He

promises

a

letter

very

soon.

the

part of

other correspondents,

New Year’s resolutions to assist in ed¬

iting this column
It

is

the

sad

are now

in order.

and

painful duty of
Boys” column to record the
death of Mr.Henry Livingston Richards,
father of Rev. J. Havens Richards, S. J.,
formerly Rector of Georgetown Univer¬
sity. Mr. Richards died in his ninetieth
year.
He was a convert to the Church,
the

and

“Old

most

zealous in its service.

When

he died, says the Sacred Heart Review,
“one of the sunniest and saintliest souls
we

Meredith Smith,
as

On
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have

from us.”

ever

known

was

We take the

taken

away

following from

the Review’s editorial notes:
“While Mr. Richards wrote much for
other Catholic papers, he wrote constant¬

ly for the Review, and

very

often

con¬

tributed its most valuable editorial ar¬
He loved to write of the divine
ticles.
attributes of the Church; of the comfort¬

ing doctrine of the Real Presence; of the
love of the Sacred Heart of Jesus for
men; and often of saintly lives like the
little sketch of St. Zita which the Review
contains this week from his prolific and

ever-ready pen. All his writings breathed
that overmastering spirit of religion
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which controlled his

own life,
and be¬
spoke his intense love of God and his
charity for all men. Great indeed is the
loss suffered by the Review, its friends
and readers, in the death of Henry Liv¬
ingston Richards. We should never for¬
get him; our most earnest prayer should
ascend every day to the throne of our

most

Paul

J. Somers (A.M., 1898) is a dar¬
ing automobilist with a passion for cut¬
ting down records over local courses.
The local constabulary do not share in
his enthusiasm for rapid transit, and the
entente

merciful Father in his behalf: Eter¬

nal rest grant unto

him, O Lord, and let
perpetual light shine upon him!”
Thos. Nolan, '02.
From Our Milwaukee

Correspondent.
Milwaukee, Nov. 30, 1903.

Dear

Mr.

knew

Editor:

Many members of the Wisconsin
Alumni of Georgetown attended Mar¬
quette College, the educational institu¬
tion conducted by the fathers of the So¬
ciety of Jesus in Milwaukee. Marquette’s
football team closed a very successful
season
by defeating the Ripon College
team, 36 to o, on Thanksgiving Day.
Another well-earned victory was gained
over Beloit College team, by a
score of
17 to 11. Marquette’s team was superior
to any team in the State, excepting that
of Wisconsin University. A banquet will
be given shortly in honor of the pigskin
heroes, at which several men well known
to Georgetown students will respond to
Thomas C. Downs, the erstwhile
toasts.
fleet-fotted centre gardener of George¬
town, will

answer

the sentiment “Tern-

Pitcher Edmund Bach,
who was one of the Marquette’s earlv
centres, will discuss “The Theory of End
Actum.”

pus

Runs

Without Interference.”

Mr. Erwin P. Nemmers
who is

an

maters, has assured us
be

(Ph.D.,1900),
of alma
that the event will

enthusiastic supporter

highly enjoyable.

cordiale between Paul and the

police department has suffered a little.
We are prompted to the reflection that
a distaste for jails is generally made, and
not born, in men.
Mr. John William
Hallahan (A. B., 1899, and formerly of
Seton Hall and St. Joseph’s College,
Philadelphia) is the only person we ever
with

who claimed to have been born
instinctive hatred of

jails and
police stations. He claimed that in his
kilt-suit days he used to go about the
Keystone State with a small wheelbarrow
in which he transported russet apples
an

from fruit stands to his

own

larder.

On

these

trips, he asserts, it was his custom
blocks out of his way to avoid pass¬
ing the jail, the very sight of which made

to go

him shudder.

At this time of his life

John William Hallahan had had no dif¬
ficulties with the guardians of the public
peace.
Therefore he argued this dis¬
taste for jails could not have been ac¬
quired. And he was wont to maintain
with an Aheland-like keenness that by
the superaddition of a sixth sense he felt
a keener repugnance for crime than
other
men, and therefore was better fitted to
undertake the duties of citizenship. He
evidently still cherishes his aversion to
prisons. We received a postal from him
written last summer while in the vicinity
of the romantic retreat once occupied by
ft, jthe prisoner of Chillon. We suppose the
'M proximity to the tower affected him just

il’

!

is a

dynamo affects

a compass,

and made
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him shudder,

for

we

noticed that the

handwriting
We

never

was not as firm as
believed the story about

ing the jail while trundling

a

usual.
avoid¬

wheel¬

barrow, and have the keen satisfaction
of

knowing that Mr. Hallahan’s relatives
similarly incredulous.
Mr. Luke Louis Tracy (Ph. D., 1896)
called on us recently while in the city
on a trip around the Lakes.
He is prac¬
ticing law7 in Detroit. He is as hand¬
some as ever, and liked the Cream City
and its product very much.
It was our good fortune last month to
are

receive

a

letter from William

Finney (A. M., 1898).

Brantner

He is sporting

editor of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
0

tempora! In our day he dwelt high
the sun-kissed slopes of Parnassus and
seldom deigned to look down upon the
Olympian plain where mortals strove for
perishable crowns. And now he has ex¬
changed the empyrean for the prize ring

up

and mind-stuff for the
more

race

track.

will St. Louis ladies flock

to

No
lit¬

hear his masterpiece. “The
Life and Works of Ozanam.”
George¬
erary teas to

who

Mr.

It
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for horselivery¬
men's association.
Society patronized#the
affair, too. The reporters were well sub¬
sidized and earned their money.
The
professional promoters liked the affair
better in some respects than the New
York shows.
A Chicago paper remark¬
ed that the aforesaid professional pro¬
moters and breeders’ agents liked the
Milwaukee show because they were re¬
ceived by the elite here with more cor¬
diality than they are accustomed to hap¬
pen upon in New York.
This remark
was
considered ill-natured and vulgar.
Ambitious mammas went and, as their
wont is, paid keen attention to the hu¬
man show.
They inquired the name of
every man who seemed attentive to the
ago.

various

great
dressmakers

was a

breeders,

debutantes

season

and

and

ex

the

-

debutantes.

Next

day they consulted rating compa¬
nies’ agencies, and if the reports suited,
the verdict pronounced at the show the
next night upon the previous evening’s
cavalier was,- “My dear, invite Mr. Soand-so to our box. He seems a charming
fellow.”
It was in fact quite cosmopol¬
The

made to

social

Finney at the
Exposition next year should entreat him
to let his fancy play in its old grooves

itan.

until enthusiasm for the ideal surrounds

promptly disallowed by the families of

him

other successful merchants in other tiers

of

of boxes.

town men

meet

again with that glowing atmosphere
imagination in which the buds of art
and poetry and science may thrive and

blossom.
Mr. Edmund Bach, besides

taking up
ping-pong, bridge whist, golf and Ib¬
sen,is now7 swinging censers at the shrine
of Terpsichore and other ribald young
persons.
Milwaukee had had its first
horse show. It took place several months

eminence

merchants

claims

pre¬

by the - families of successfulin

one

tier

of

boxes

were

Each family made short work
neighbors. Scandal was noised
about.
Dowagers regretted that the
s
daughter of their dear friends the
was engaged to marry that young
awfully handsome, well - assumed posi¬
tion, quite wealthy, and all that, you
know, but dreadfully fast. (The rapidity
consisting of occasionally winking at a

of their

,
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middle-aged chorus girl and looking con¬
scious when comic opera principals re¬
cite songs about “Johnnies/’ “chappies”

good form.
umph, and

We felt and enjoyed his tri¬
he ever and anon struck a

as

attitude—now that of the fabled Co¬

new

“stage doors.”) It was really splen¬
On the opening night, after the
did.

lossus, again that of Bacchus—we were

overjoyed to note that he

was

had died
away, and the tan bark had been pranced,
galloped, pirouetted, walked, trotted,
paced, single-footed and cantered upon

ble of

;

for

hour, the promenade began. Mr.
stately figure graced the glitter¬
ing line. Instead of a pitcher’s glove, O

prove
unable to

Zeus ! the conventional white kid covered

them all.

and

blow of the heralds’ trumpets

an

Bach’s

the

fingers which once closed so lovingly
about the horsehide. He was here, there
and

everywhere.

A quip here, a quick
retort there, a bit of badinage elsewhere
—he fairly overdid himself in formality
and tied himself into

sudden

the

death

OF
of

Mr.

James
McLaughlin, Georgetown has
lost an alumnus of high distinction.
Mr.
McLaughlin was born in Alexandria,
Va., on March 15, 1839.
He went to
Georgetown at an early age, and was
graduated in i860. His progress after
leaving college was rapid. He first prac¬
law

in

New York,

then

Baltimore,

where he

went

to

high in the
councils of the Democratic party. Dur¬
ing the greater part of his life he was
engaged in literary pursuits of various
kinds.

He

Southern

was

was

at times

editor

an

on

the

Metropolis and the Catholic
Baltimore, and the Boston

Mirror, of

Pilot and New York Star. In New York
he

was

recognized as
high ability.

writer of

fully

but

we

capa¬

could

help reflecting: “What would Big

not

Mike think of it?

What would Mike

Walsh say

? Would Pat Flemming ap¬
of it?” These questions we were
answer.

Thus civilization makes inroads upon
As
we

soon

will be

as

Mr. Bach leads

a

cotillon

prepared to declare that

we

have lost faith in all human nature.
Excuse haste.

F. X. Boden.

J. FAIRFAX McLAUGHLIN.

Fairfax

ticed

sustained effort

double knot of

a

DEATH
In

a

an

orator and a

He

was

profes¬

of

literature, oratory and other sub¬
jects at Rock Hill College, Maryland,
and lie lectured also at St. Mary’s Sem¬
inary, Baltimore, and Holy Cross Col¬
lege, Worcester, Mass.
In recognition of his eminent scholarly
attainments Georgetown conferred upon
Mr. McLaughlin the degree of LL.D.
Mr. McLaughlin was a devout and
pious Catholic, and a true and refined
Christian gentleman, though always im¬
mersed in business and public affairs.
He possessed that simplicity of character
which belong to true greatness,and never
was
too busy in worldv affairs to act
as
the champion and able defender of
sor

his Church.
Mr.
den

McLaughlin married Mamie SelBurke, daughter of Henry J. Burke

—

A.
1

1
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and

Virginia Tucker, both of Virginia.
offspring of this marriage were
seven sons and one
daughter. For many
years past Mr. McLaughlin’s residence
was in Fordham, near the
Jesuit College.
He was singularly devout to the Society
of Jesus.
The Irish American, in recounting his
death, says: “ At the Requiem Mass
on Friday, in the little church
outside
the college grounds at Fordham, was a
cosmopolitan gathering of all creeds, rich
and poor, assembled to show their re¬
gard for one who had no enemy. In an
eloquent eulogy on his dead friend, Rev.
Thomas J. Campbell, S. J., among other
tributes to his memory, told how Mr.
McLaughlin had settled in the little vil¬
lage of Fordham, in order that his seven
sons might
secure the blessings of a
The

sound Christian education.”
Mr.

McLaughlin is the author of sev¬
Among these are “The Life
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Days at Georgetown.”

The last is, of
the students
Journal of
October, 1899, maY be found many testi¬
monials from distinguished graduates of
the pleasure they extracted from the
reading of this most entertaining vol¬
course, of especial interest to
of Georgetown, and in the

ume.

The

following clipping from the Bos¬

Pilot of December 5 tells sufficiently
well the character of Mr. McLaughlin:
ton

lie

many
unostentatious
charity; he was full of faith,
loving all the devotions which the Church
sanctions, but especially those which are

deeds

performed

of

most dear to the Carmelite Order.
ITe
has left a stainless name and a fragrant

He had the respectful admira¬
holy religions dur¬
ing his life, and will now have their
prayers.
May he rest in peace!

memory.

tion and love of many

uies,” “The Life of Matthew Lyon, the

Georgetown mourns the loss of an
Boy” who in his life and works had
ever been a model Christian gentleman
and a worthy son of the college which

Hampden of Congress,” and “College

he

eral books.

of Alexander Stevens,” “The Life and
Times of

John Kelly,” “Hour Glass Se-

“Old

loved.
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THE FOOTBALL SEASON.

of

unmerciful thrashing
Indians, and the I2-*
Lehigh are the only games

Princeton,

an

Good, honest work is always praise¬
worthy and, more often than not, crown¬
ed with at least partial success. The sea¬
son
just over leaves the students much

of 28 to 6 from the

indebted to

to have scored

a

team which has been

faith¬

ful, earnest and eminently successful.
Coach Barry, ex-captain 1900, is again
the old hero of our freshman days. The
inauguration of the graduate coach sys¬
tem

has

been

watched

with

fear

and

trembling—the professional coach being
indispensable in the eyes of some; but if
untiring effort, hearty good feeling and
well-earned results are signs of any¬
thing, the initial effort has been most
gratifying.
A mild defeat of 5 to o at the hands

to-6 loss
on

to

the debit side of the season’s account.

The winners
the

first to

teams of

are
on

prominence;

the two last, and held

single touchdown takes
much sting of the defeats.
Two decisive victories in a single week
tell much of the team’s condition, and
give us a good standing among the south¬
ern
colleges. North Carolina was no
match for us, and went down, 33 too,at
Norfolk. The Navy made a grand effort
to dampen our Carolina enthusiasm, only
to lament a i2-to-5 defeat, with every¬
thing contingent in her favor. Locally
a

away

all is conceded

us.

Gallaudet and Co-

MRcCeiagnrthdy.,

RLoB(gerMukanftgde,r.).ybMRaacihokn.y,

CI,ataerckofll.RRtahIi.cgekahilelft.yt,

(Coach)
Rar y,

Monah,

K.

i
4

-

1
■

it.

-„

i

.

ii 11"-I
if

}

1

^

4
:

■,.

end.

(MCQbcKRuGaaeptringk.f).t,

FMHbhRualabirgatccerlkkf.t,,

CMecGntuirre,

TBE1A9AL03M.,

FOOT
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lumbian failed to score, while our men

to escape

of 29 and 33 for the
games, respectively.
The three minor
games played early in the season were

team

piled

up scores

by scores of over 20 to o.
Captain Hart well deserves the nick¬
name “Hub,” for much of the play cen¬
ours

His consistent and at

tred about him.
times

spectacular work was a model for
the team, an inspiration to the substi¬
tutes, and a pleasure to the students.
Our thanks

are

his for

a season

of several

splendid victories. Manager Beary is to
be congratulated for the large games on
his schedule, and incoming Manager Car¬
lin should gain much from his experience
with the retiring Mr. Beary.
GEORGETOWN

6,

CARLISLE INDIANS

28.

Saturday the 7th was filled with sur¬
prises, some decidedly disagreeable and
unpleasant. Our team was in first-class
condition and, encouraged by the vic¬
tories over Carolina and the Navy, felt
equal to anything, even an Indian attack.
That the red men were supposed to be
suffering from the 11-10 game at Cam¬
bridge made Georgetown stock rise rap¬
idly and the evening before the contest
it was quoted at par.
For the first

weather
clear

was

time this season, the
favorable; the bright sun,

sky, and

crisp northwest wind
spirit and awakened
laments for forgotten blankets.
About 3.30 the stands were well filled
and a rousing cheer greeted Coach Warner and his little tribe as they came down
the field to the tune of “Hiawatha.” Just
here, it is said, the sun was momentarily
a

a

infused the football

darkened—whether to smile
the

masacre

in store for

unseen

Georgetown,

at

or

chose
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“Hiawatha” is unknown. Our
Captain Hart
the north goal, and the whistle

followed quickly.

blew.

Georgetown received the kick-off, to
on her 35-yard line.
A cou¬
ple of line plunges gave first down, and
then the surprises began.
The Indians
were everywhere, the line and ends were
invincible, and with more than the orig¬
inal five yards to gain, Georgetown gave
Carroll an opportunity to punt on the last
down. With the Carlisle men breakingthrough on all sides, the ball went 30
yards, 15 of which were lost for inter¬
fering with the catch. More surprises,
the plays of the visitors completely puz¬
zled our men—dashes around the tackles,
plunges through the line from queer
formations, started with remarkable
speed, kept our players at sea. Only a
fumble by the quarter back saved an al¬
most immediate score.
We could gain
no ground though, and Carroll’s 10-yard
punt gave the Pennsylvanians the ball
almost where they lost it.
Two line
plunges, and the score was 5 against us.
More “Hiawatha.”
Johnson failed to
kick the goal.
The taste of blood fired the Indians,
and terrific line smashes by Dillon, Shel¬
don and Williams, with a trick play
now and then by Johnson, soon made the
score
10.
Johnson did not repeat his
failure at goal.
“Hiawatha” began to

be downed

grate on our nerves.
Before the end of the half

Georgetown

had the ball several times without mak¬

ing any appreciable gain by rushes or
kicks.
Only once the hopes of our team
were

raised, and

a score

seemed almost
RIGGG IIRRARY

GEORGETOWN UNiVE
WASHINGTON, D,
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Captain Hart caught the Indians’
his own 5-yard line, cleared a
broken field, and went dashing down the
side line with only the Indian quarter¬
back to pass.
Halfback Crumley was
making his interference, but was unequal
to the task—Johnson piled both of them
over the
side line, after a gain of 30
yards. The Indians had the ball on our
15-yard line when the half was called.
The second half began auspiciously.
Ex-Captain Reilly was at left half. The
ours.

kick

on

team seemed filled with

confidence.

Ma¬

honey kicked off to Williams on the 5yard line, and tackled him three in ad¬
vance.
The Indians decided to kick, Edmonston got in the way, and Mahoney
fell on the ball for Georgetown on Uncle
Sam’s boys’ 5-yard line.
On the next
play Captain Hart bowled over a couple
of redskins and

found himself in

soon

a

general mix-up over the line. Carroll
kicked goal, the band played something
new, and the Indians were but 5 points
ahead.
The close

score

infuriated the visitors

and

they began to do things up in real
style. “Hendricks, Williams, Shel¬
don ;
Sheldon, Williams, Hendricks;
Johnson kicks goal” is the way things
were
being done. Our “old guard,”
Rorke, protested so stubbornly that Um¬
pire Sharp persuaded him to let Shanley take his place. Off they go again.
Bowen, Exendine, Sheldon and Williams
knock our players around tenpin fashion,
and Johnson kicks another goal.
By this time Reilly was so used up that

Indian

Bocock

was

monston

detailed to relieve him.

made way

dians also made

Ed-

for Seitz. The In¬
changes. Almond-

some

eyed Lubo
a

gave

swarthy-cheeked White
grew tired ,and

chance; big Sheldon

Crow sailed

across

the field to fill the

Quarterback Johnson retired in
Baker, who immediately made
things gloomier for Georgetown by a
series of trick plays. An exchange of
punts gave Carlisle the ball on our 30yard line. The time was nearly up, so
Baker gave the stands a treat, and
Georgetown heart failure, by calling for
a place kick.
Warhorse Jude—may he
and Punch go down together—came over
from left end and made the try. While
Jude and some of our boys were “talking
it over”on the ground the ball cleared the
line and passed over the bar. May that
band and Hiawatha be eternally pun¬
place.

favor of

ished !

McGettigan ran the team well, and sev¬
players played the game of the sea¬
son.
The visitors outclassed us, the re¬
sult was inevitable, and the score, 28 to
6, represents the merits of the teams as
eral

they played.
Officials Sharp and Hall, both of Yale,
were as satisfactory as we have had this
season.
The only criticism we can make
is, they were not strict enough on the
players for openly indulging in“the man¬
ly art of self-defense.”
Left-End Kernan was so seriously in¬
jured that he was compelled to go to the
hospital. He is now, we are glad to say,
completely recovered. The line-up:
Carlisle.

Jude
Bowen
Dillon
Schouchuck

Lubo, White
Exendine

Georgetown.
left end

Kernan

left tackle...
Carroll
left guard — Rorke, Shanley
centre ...Givins, McGuire
Mahoney
right guard
right tackle
Edmonston

Seitz
Matthews

end

McCarthy
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Johnson, Baker, .quarter back.
Williams

..

.

McGettigan
Martel

full back

Sheldon, Crow, .right half back. .Hart (capt.)
Hendricks
left half back
Crumley
Charles
Reilly, Bocock
Score—Georgetown 6, Carlisle 28. Touch¬
downs—Hart, Hendricks, Sheldon (2), Will¬
iams. Goal from placement—Jude.
Goals—
Carroll, Johnson (3).
Umpire—Sharp, of
Yale. Referee—Hall, of Yale.
Linesmen—
Messrs. Cox and Crickston.

Doyle and Thompson.
minutes..

Timers—Messrs.

Time of halves—25

ill

after

the

brilliant

reception in her
fatigue of the
entertainment were so great that the
young lady is almost incapacitated. With
careful nursing and much good rest,how¬
ever, the physicians say she will be her¬
self again, and her presence at the fete
on
Thanksgiving Day is almost assured.
honor.

The strain and

*

*

The social feature
GEORGETOWN

33, COLUMBIAN O.
One of the most notable events of the
the

reception tendered Miss
by Lady Georgetown, Satur¬
day, November fourteenth.
season was

Columbian

Miss Columbian is

one

of last season’s

charming debutantes, who will now be
a factor in Washington circles.
As

such
this

was

Miss Columbian’s first visit in

five years, her genial hostess en¬
tertained numbers of the chic young
some

With the friends of the
house it is said that the inordinately large
number of fifteen hundred guests paid
their respects during the few hours of
hospitality.
The hostess was becomingly gowned
in the sombre blue and gray which she
affects with much grace and good taste.
The ladies assisting also wore dashes of

lady’s friends.

the

same

color-scheme.

The vivacious

and enthusiastic young

lady from Wash¬
ington was appropriately robed in a dash¬
ing mixture of dark blue and old gold—
a pleasing contrast
beside her demure
hostess. To see her receiving the wel¬
come and greeting of her friends was
indeed refreshing, and we make bold to
prophesy that she will be a splendid ad¬
dition to the younger Washington cir¬
cles.
Much regret

will be expressed when it

is known that Miss Columbian

was

taken
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*

*

was

about all there

the game for Columbian.
The
team from Washington had been playing
was

to

well, the students

were enthusiastic, and
college paper was booming the
strength of the combination.
George¬
town was suffering from the Indian game
—the defeat had been bitter, and many
men
were injured.
The first six min¬
utes of play, though, gave a score, and
after this the result was not questioned.

the

The half ended

22 to

half Columbian

was

o.

In the second

stronger, and only
points were added to Georgetown’s
score.
Captain Hart was constantly do¬
ing something surprising; long runs and
clever dodging drew well - earned ap¬
11

plause.
The game was

called before the com¬
pletion of the half, on account of dark¬
ness, and the insuppressible joy of Offi¬
cials Suter and Kelly, both of Princeton,
caused by the result of the Yale-Princeton game at New Haven.
The line-up
follows:

Georgetown.
P. Edmonston

Columbia.
.

Carroll. Seitz
Seitz, Craemer
McGuire

..

.left end. .Snead, Steenerson
left tackle
Law

..left guard. .Kilgore, Stanley
Wood

centre

Mahoney

right guard
S. Edmonston ...right tackle

Heine

Kelley

E. Monahan.

McCarthy, Brennan, .right end
Garrison
McGettigan
quarter back
Kirkman
Rocock
left half back. .Bielaski, Sutton
Hart. Dugan.
.right half back.
.Stevenson
..

Mart ell

..

full back

Machier
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Score—Georgetown 33, Columbia 0.
downs—S. Edmonston, Carroll, Hart,

Touch¬
Martell,

Bocock, Seitz. Goals—Carroll (3), Mahoney.
Umpire—Gilbert Kelly, of Princeton. Referee
Hermon Suter, of Princeton.
Timers-—
Messrs.
Doyle and Houston.
Linesmen —
—

Messrs. Gracie and Leach.
25

Time of halves—

and 20 minutes.

Rorke, Craemer. .left guard. .Burns, Chandler
McGuire

.

..

..

Graham
GEORGETOWN

29; GALLAUDET O.

The

revolving wedge, which has so
often surprised Georgetown for the past
five years, was in its usual good form
on the 21st.
Georgetown has never play¬
ed Gallaudet a game of football without
there being at least a brief period of sus¬
pense for Georgetown. With a team far
lighter, playing a game nothing like as
strong and fierce as in the years previous,
the Kendal Green men kept our team al¬
most on

the defensive for the first fifteen

minutes of

the play.

The old wedge,
the part of the quar¬
some luck kept the teams

good headwork
ter back and
near

on

the centre of the field.

After the

first score,

however, our team seemed to
get a better hold on the ball, and two
more touchdowns followed quickly.
The
half ended

Georgetown 17, the visitors o.
was
something like
the first. Gallaudet was probably stronger.
Georgetown scored twice, making the
total 29.
After the second score the
Gallaudet team took advantage of every¬
thing and carried the ball 70 yards be¬
fore Georgetown could stop their revolv¬
ing rushes.
The playing of the men from the sec¬
ond squad was
gratifying.
Brennan,
Craemer, the Monohan brothers, Seitz,
Dugan and Graham relieved the regulars
and did well. The line-up follows:
The

second half

Georgetown.
Brennan

Carroll

Winston

centre

Mahoney
right guard
Garrett
Seitz, E. Monohan.right tackle...
Neesam
McCarthy
right end
Stevens
McGettigan
.quarter back. ..Phelps (capt.)
J. Monohan, Dugan.left half back.Winemiller
Hart (capt.)
.right half back
Meunier

left end

Gallaudet.
Erd, Reichard

left tackle

Mather

Messner

ful back

Score—George 29, Gallaudet 0. Touchdowns
—Seitz, Hart (3), Graham. Goals—Carroll
(4). Umpire—Watson, of Swarthmore. Ref¬
eree—Suter, of Princeton. Timers—Messrs.
Doyle and Hendricks. Linesmen —Messrs.
Gracie and Birkley.
GEORGETOWN 6, LEHIGH 12.
Thanksgiving Day saw the team play
its best game of the year. The play was

and earnest, and the result was

clean

gratifying,even though not crowned with
victory. The first half ended without a
score, and Georgetown was delighted.
The big men from South Bethlehem were
in first-class

trim, and their team work

almost

perfect. Halfbacks Farabaugh and Torry made terrible dashes
upon our line with disastrous results;
only Martell’s good fortune in securing
was

the ball

on

fumbles saved several Le¬

Morgan’s kicking, ably as¬
by the fast work of ends Reilly
and McCarthy, kept the visitors in their
own territory as much as possible.
But¬
ler and Waters were the potent factors
of a formation which was simply de¬
high

scores ;

sisted

structive
score

to

was

our

lost in

getting the ball

line.
a

Our chance to

peculiar

on a

punt,

way.

After

Reilly took

the first play. The end-run
done, and Reilly went flying
down the field, only to be called back—
the time had expired before the play
the ball
was

on

well

started.

Georgetown received the kick-off at
beginning of the second half, and

the

Schafer. (Coxswain).
Vlymen.
H.

Egan.

Linah n. Shriver.

(Manger)

Hanigan Keane.

Mud .

S.

Vlymeti.

W.

1903-4.
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SOPHMRE
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worked the ball to
there to lose it

Lehigh’s 30-yard line,

on

downs.

Farabaugh worked the ball well up the
field, then a delayed pass gave Torry an
easy chance to score.
Farabaugh kicked
goal. Georgetown made first down twice,
then Morgan was forced to kick. Lehigh
worked the ball 40 yards by a series of
wasting line plays. Here Torry was
given the ball on another delayed pass,
successfully cleared the end, passed McGettigan by a clever side-step, and made
the score 11 for Lehigh.
Farabaugh
again kicked goal, and the visitors had
completed their score.
The idea of Thanksgiving Day ending
without a score made our team desperate.
The attacks of Lehigh were swift and
vicious; only after losing 60 yards did
Georgetown get the ball. Then our part
of the game began.
On the first play
Hart and Martell crashed through tackle
and before it could be realized both

were

racing down the field. Quarterback Far¬
abaugh was waiting for them, and the
stands

were

silent.

Martell took the Le¬

high man in charge while Captain Hart
completed a run of over half the field for
Georgetown’s touchdown. Carroll kick¬
ed. and the final score was 12 to 6 against
us.

The game was the
field this year. With

or

Butler and

>

'**!▼!

best played on the
the exception of a
few minutes in the first half, the head
and team work -were good, and the way
our men worked on the defensive against
the big fellows from South Bethlehem
was
only another proof that the good
work they had been doing during the sea¬
son was the result of anything but chance
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luck.

The

line-up follows:

Georgetown.
P.

Edmonston,

Carroll

Lehigh.

\

lett end

eft tackle
left guard

Rorke
McGuire

\

Smith
Geare

Waters
Barnard

centre

Mahoney

right guard
right tackle
right end
quarter back

S. Edmonston

McCarthy
McGettigan

Johnson
Landerfelt
Dornin

McFarline )
L. Farabaugh f
Morgan, Reilly,Crumley..1. h back..A. Farabaugh,ca.
Hart (capt)
right half back
Torrey
Martell

full back

.....Butler

Touch¬
Score—Georgetown 6, Lehigh 12.
downs—Hart, Torrey (2). Goals—Carroll, L.
Farabaugh (2). Umpire—Phil King, of Prince¬
ton.
Referee—Bergen, of Princeton. Timers
—Messrs. Doyle and Waters.
Linesmen —
Messrs.

Gracie and

Gass.
*

*

*

With the close of the football

season

the interest of

athletically inclined stu¬
of the track
department and the sports of spring and
dents is turned to the games
summer.

Devotees

of

field

and

track-

will regret to learn that Manager J. H.
O’Brien has tendered his resignation. The
action of the
not been

Executive Committee has

Manager O’Brien’s
Two of
Captain Reilly’s men ran at the Fifth
Regiment games in Baltimore, Saturday
the 4th.
Dougherty was defeated in the
semi-finals of the “hundred yards” in
the fast time of to 1-5 seconds.
Mulli¬
gan tied for first in the quarter, getting
second on the toss.
Captain Reilly has
chosen February 20, 1904, as the date
successor

reported,
is

not

so

yet known.

for the sixth annual indoor games.

Baseball Manager Carlin has his sched¬
under way, and expects to publish

ule

it

next

month.

We

learn

Four” will be his guests

the

“Big
during Easter
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week, and good sport is promised for
holidays.
Coach Dempsey has called in the crews

the

and

no

is

more

work will be done

on

the

until

spring. Manager Shepard
having the machines set up, and the

water

call

for

new

men

will be made imme¬

diately after the Christmas recess.
May the spring baseball series be more
friendly and without the unpleasant dis¬
cussions which take away all the sport.
The

interclass

football

promised so much sport, ended after a
couple of games. The class games can be
most profitable, and many men could be
turned out for the Varsity if they were
a permanent feature.
As they arouse an
interest not reached even by the Varsity
games, it seems too bad that a class or
two will persist in practices sure to de¬
stroy the sport. When stopped the scores
of the series

were:

1905,0:1907,0.

series, which

1904,5:1906,2.
J. Z. M, ’04.

THE CREW.
The prospects

in aquatics continues to
encouraging. Mr. C. R. Zappone has
arranged a musical benefit to be given in
Gaston Hall, Wednesday evening, De¬
cember 9th.
An account of this will be
given in our next issue.
The Alumni Crew Fund is constantly
receiving contributions.
With many
thanks we acknowledge donations from
the following: Nicholas S. Hill, Charles
C. Homer, Edward A. Griffith, A. J.
Shipman, Dr. E. L. Keys, Jr., J. Percy
Keating, W. V. McGrath, A. A. Hirst,
T. M. Wilcox, Dr. E.Laplace, F.Cunningham, McAleer’s, E. D. O’Brien, C. N.
Harris, A. Kennedy, J. D. Lannon, T.
T. Ewing, T. C. Blake, A. J. A. Devereux, A. P. Devereux, J. W. Hallahan,
Peter Martin, C. E. Duross, C. W. Ew¬
ing, R. A. Johnston, C. B. Kenny, James
Moran, Theo. F; Dissell, J. N. Shriver,
be

V. A. Bremner, Seth

Shepard, Clay F.
Lynch, Ed. Driscoll, Samuel Breck, E. B.
MacLean, J. W. Fairfax, Daniel J. Dev¬
lin, Walter Grima, Alfred Grima, Mau¬
rice Gelpi, J. V. H. Beary, M. Slattery
and Boston Alumni, Charles Roach, C.
Denis, Charles Darr. J. Darlington, C.
C. Cole, J. A. McNamara William Quicksail, G. E. Hamilton, M. J. Colbert, M.
J. Keane, D. W. Baker, J. Sheehy, R.
Ross Perry, R. Watkins, H. Kelly, C.
B. Nast, C. D. Williams, William C.
Shanley, W. Bourke Cockran, Clarence
R. Wilson, Warnick J. Kernan, M. J.
Degnon, James P. B. Duffy, Milwaukee
Alumni, Michael A. J. Baasen, John F.
La Boule, Francis X. Boden, Francis J.
Romadka, Norman J. Kopmeier, James
I. Fitzsimmons, Henry V. Kane, Erwin
Plein Nemmers.

